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INTRODUCING THE NEW CHEVY" SUBURBAN? Now, THE CAPABILITIES

VORTEC" ENGINES, AND IMPROVED TOWING AND HAULING CAPABILITIES
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)g nature aed ecolog it hasbeen a source of family-centered-
recreation, and it has remisaged us that giving under thie same.
rodf "does not a faiiy make `when everyone is ggigi in a di- _y
ferent direction." Read her story begianing-en-page 34.'. x
Photo by EariNottingham.
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From the Pen of Andrew Sansom

*

n this issue, Will Woodard chronicles one of the most successful stories of

conservation in American history: the spectacular recovery of red drum in the

coastal waters of Texas. If you haven't been, you need to go because the fishing

from Beaumont to Brownsville has been better than at any other time in our lives.

In fact, the redfish and speckled trout fishery in Texas is today among the strongest sport

fisheries in the world.

It did not happen by accident.

One of those

unique Texans who is

larger than life, Dickie

Ingram was absolutely

fearlesss and

determined in his

advocacy and defense

of the conservation

efforts which have

brought such a

remarkable turnaround

to the Texas Coast.

As our story indicates, it was essentially a war; a war which pitted the

urgency of strict conservation against an ancient way of life; a war

which pitted the best conservation law enforcement officers in America

against a tough group of commercial fishermen who were determined

to keep their nets in the water, legal or not.

The day before Christmas, one of the people most responsible for

launching and ultimately winning the red drum wars was killed in an

automobile accident returning from his deer lease in South Texas.

Dickie Ingram for many years represented, or more accurately,

embodied the Coastal Conservation Association before the Texas

Legislature. One of those unique Texans who was larger than life,

Dickie was absolutely fearless and determined in his advocacy and

defense of the difficult, expensive, but enlightened conservation efforts

which have brought such a remarkable turnaround to the Texas Coast.

Today, the fishery is the envy of the nation and many of those hardy

commercial fishermen are enjoying a new economic harvest as guides

for the exploding recreational fishery. The nets are gone and last year

Texas Parks and Wildlife stocked thirty-six million red drum fingerlings
in the bays and estuaries of Texas.

Thanks, in part, to the efforts of Dickie Ingram.

Now the fight is over fresh water inflows to those bays and estuaries

and although Dickie would be the first to say that it will take more than
one person to succeed, he would have been right in the middle of it.

And it's going to be much harder to win with him gone.

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE MISSION STATEMENT:
To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas

for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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Here Is A Way To Keep Two
OfYour New Year's Resolutions

~ Save Money!
You save money by transferring balances from your higher-APR credit cards to a low

2.9% * annual percentage rate (APR) on the Texas Parks and Wildlife credit card.

~ Make The World A Better P(ace
You can at least make Texas a better place when you become a holder of this special credit card. FirstUSA will make
a $25 donation to the Lone Star Legacy campaign for all approved cardholders, at no cost to you. In addition, every

time you use your card, FirstUSA will contribute a percentage of your purchase to the Lone Star Legacy campaign.

Lone Star Legacy seeks to establish an endowment
fund for each and every state park, wildlife
management area and fish hatchery in Texas.

Lone Star Legacy
ENDOWMENT FUND

Pick up an application at any state park or Texas Parks and Wildlife site.
Or call 1-800-792-1112 and press option 1 to request an application brochure.
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* Offer subject to credit approval. If you transfer a balance with your application, the introductory 2.9% fixed APR on purchases and balance transfers is effective for the first six (6; billing cycles following the
opening of your account; after that, a 15.40% variable APR on purchases and balance transfers. The APR for cash advances is 19.99% variable. If payment is received late once during the introductory period,
the APR will adjust to 15.40% variable on purchases and balance transfers. If we do not receive a balance transfer with your application, the introductory 2.9% fixed APR is not offered and the APR for all
purchases and balance transfers will be 15.40%. If payment is received late twice during any six-month period, the APR for all balances on your account goes to 19.99% variable. APRs are current as of 11/22/99
using a prime rate 8.50%. First USA Bank, N.A. will allocate your payment in the manner it deems appropriate including applying your payment to purchase and balance transfer balances before cash advance
balances. The annual fee: $0. A minimum monthly Finance Charge of S1.00 is payable if any Finance Charge is due. There is a Transaction Fee for all cash advances equal to 2% of the amount of the advance,
or use, S10 minimum fee and no maximum fee. There is a Transaction Fee for purchase of wire transfers, money orders, betting or casino chips or similar items; purchase of foreign currency and travelers
checks front other than a bank; and use of convenience checks equal to 2% of the amount of the purchase or check, but not less than 55. Your account will be issued by First USA Bank, NA., P.O. Box 8658,
Wilmington, DE 19899-8658. You should contact First USA Bank, NA. to obtain information on any changes after the printing date by calling toll-free 1-800-FIRSTUSA.
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Mariana Greene, a
Dallas nativ.e and fourth-
generation Texan, was rirst

- charmed by rural East
Texas - the snowy white

7 of dogwood In the spring
and the blaziig red and

orange of i> autumns -
on Sunday d-ives with

cousins in .h. 1950s.
Now she spends many weekends in Wood County,
where the land changes from the flat prairie and
hackberry scrub of North Texas to the gentle hills aad
pine-freshened air of East Texas. She wri:es in :his
issue about the impact weekends in th: country have
had on her urban family. The editor of a some and
design magazine, she lives in a Dallas historical
district with her writer-husband and 1 3-year-old soi.

In 1987, Louis Dubose and
his then-10-year-old sc-s
Michael took a trip through

the Colorado Canyon of the

Rio Grande. It was a one-

boat outing in an aluminum

canoe. The river was roaring

full of water. The two cf
them came to two

conclusions. 1) In Aust n,

. ifi

they, lived one day away from some of oc most

spectacular canoeing or the continent. 2) Always travel
with at least two boats. In several doze-- -rips on various
stretches of the river, the pair and an extended family of
river enthusiasts have covered hundreds of miles of the
Rio Grande. They will return to the Lower Canyona for
an April trip. Dubose has written about the Texas-
Mexico border for Civ;!ization, The American Prospect,
The Toronto Glot'e &jMail and the San Diego Tribine.
For 12 years he has been editor of The Texas Observer.
He lives in Austin with his wife Jeanne - a reluctant
but occasional canoeist.
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Picks, Pans and Probes from Previous Issues

/

First discovered the joys of roadracing in the early '70s, as a col.
Horseback riding, my first love for escaping out into the couni
simply unaccessible on a student's budget and I also found that

trusty white Me:cidr took a good deal less maintenance than would
flesh and bone - I could simply hang my "ride" on a couple pegs
the wall of my college dorm.

Rides arounc campus soon gave way to "point-to-points,"
usually to a state park within striking distance, where our group
could reconvene and douse ourselves in a river before heading
home. Interest in road cycling was burgeoning then, and
"century rides" - 100 miles along open roads - were
springing up in :his state and many others. Usually, our team's
training for these events would originate in one state park and
end in another - much as the one Sitton described last issue
between Davis Mountains and Balmorhea State Parks - with
our assorted boyfriends and girlfriends driving a sag wagon a few
hours behind us with water, snacks and our bedrolls for the
night. (Sitton alsq penned "The Pulse ofthe Pines," Majy 1998, on
cycling between Bastrop and Buescher State Parks.)

The helmets of those days were lightly padded leather
skullcaps, rather like the old aviators' leather helmets - and I
am grateful ever. time I strap on a helmet today for advances of
technology in protective gear. Today's quick-release toeclamps
are vast improvements for quick egress over the "rat-traps" that
secured our feet tightly to our pedals in years past.

Along with safety improvements in cycling gear, however, has
come the increased traffic loads on the scenic country roads
loved by recreational motorists and cyclists alike. And let's face

it, fellow cyclists the roads were built for motor vehicles, and

the onus is on us to prove that we can share these roadways
safely and responsibly. Rou

Today, slow-paced rides on dirt trails have taken the place of
adrenaline-pulsed charges of youth. My racing days are soundly
in the past; my spidery-white French racing machine replaced by a sturdier Fuji
mountain bike, more suited to exploring off-road terrain and the grumblings of
pre-arthritic knees. Still, when I see those racers climbing a steep grade as they
cling to the right-hand shoulder, flung out on a ribbon of highway like moving
jewels, I remember what it felt like and I silently salute them.

After all, this is Texas - the homeland of personal freedoms and mental
toughness that nurtured an aspiring young cyclist from Plano. That young man,
Lance Armstrong, proved his mettle to the world first by soundly defeating
testicular cancer and then, this past year, going on to whup all other
competitors in the Tour de France - the most grueling and storied sports
event in the wor.d. I like to think it's not just the terrain, but Texans
themselves, that together make Texas so unique, and invite you to share the
road with - or from! a bike.

llege freshman. Sharing the Open Road
tryside, was our January cover photo and
that my Y those contained in the article
Sa steed of j on cycling illustrate a very real

and growing danger to

cyclists and others on
A Texas roads.

- Many Texas rural
and farm to market
roads have only two
lanes with no shoulder

and were not designed
for both motor vehicle
and bicycle use at the
same time. Many
motorists are not aware
of the right-of-way due

"While bicycles are cyclists or become
wonderful for recreation, impatient when

they have no business delayed by cycling
on the roads and groups or individuals.

highways. We travel Do you have

extensively with our suggestions or

trailer and I comments on how this
travl trioanproblem is being or

shudder to think of the might be addressed?
danger of coming upon a

group ofcyclists on a z Frank Sprague

narrow country road." SUSAN L. EBERT
-- Michelle Purvis, replies: The best source

d ve found to guide road

cyclists is "Rulesfor the

Road: Eight ways to increase your safety

in traffc, " by James Hargettfrom

Bicycling magazine, reprinted with

permission from <bicycling.com>:

"Cyclists should try to make life
easier for motorists. After all, it's in our
self-interest to make the road a safer,
more pleasant place. Here are eight
easy ways to minimize the chance of
conflict...
1. KEEP RIGHT. This most basic rule
of sharing the road with motor vehicles
is the one that cyclists are most casual
about. If there's a wide, clean shoulder,

FEBRUARY 2000
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use it. Barring potholes, storm grates,
parked cars, glass and other hazards, it's
usually easier (and safer) to ride to the
right. If there is no safe shoulder, ride
as far to the left of the white line as it
takes to prevent drivers from
attempting to squeeze past and put you
in danger. Just avoid being in the traffic
flow for no apparent reason.
2. USE COMMON SENSE ABOUT
RIDING ABREAST. It's enjoyable to ride
side-by-side with a companion and
carry on a conversation. But road and
traffic conditions may be such that
vehicles back up behind you when they
could otherwise get by. It's usually best

to restrict side-by-side riding to quiet,
secondary roads. Even if you're alone,
traffic may back up, especially on
narrow, winding roads with limited
visibility. Wave vehicles to come
around when the path is clear.

3. DON'T FORCE VEHICLES TO
REPASS YOU NEEDLESSLY. Let's say
you're riding along a narrow, busy road
and motorists are having trouble
getting by. There are half a dozen
waiting at the next red light, all of
whom have already patiently overtaken
you. Do you maintain your place in
line, or do you zip past everyone on the
right so you'll get the jump when the
light changes? If you do the latter, you
might gain 50 feet and save a few

seconds, but you'll also probably create
six antibicyclists when they get caught

behind you again.
Admittedly, the scenario becomes

trickier if, by hanging back, you miss
the light. There are two tactful ways
around this: One is to only move up in
line far enough to just make the light.
The other is to ride to the light, but
move out slowly and slightly to the
right when it turns green, letting the
cars through the intersection first. One
other courtesy at traffic lights: Avoid
blocking drivers who want to turn
right on red.
4. RIDE PREDICTABLY. This one's
easy. Ride in a straight line when you're
cruising and use hand signals when
turning or changing lanes. If you're
riding erratically, it's difficult for drivers
to know when to pass. They may let
several relatively safe opportunities go
by before becoming exasperated and
taking a dangerous chance. Hand
signals are a courtesy and an important
part of safe cycling. Point with your left
arm for a left turn, and your right arm
for a right turn. Motorists feel more

comfortable dealing with cyclists who
communicate their intentions. More
important, drivers tend to show them

more respect.

5. AVOID BUSY ROADS. It's surprising
how often you see cyclists on a busy
highway, ruffling the delicate feathers
of already edgy commuters. An
alternate route doesn't have to be a
residential street with stop signs every
other block or a glass-littered, jogger-
strewn bike path. Examine a detailed
map of your area and you'll probably
be surprised at the relatively quiet roads
available nearby.
6. MAKE YOURSELF VISIBLE. In
conditions where motorists might not
readily see you (an overcast day, for
example), it's a courtesy and plain good
sense to wear brightly colored clothes.
Drivers will never blame themselves
when they almost pull into your path

after a too-casual look. Unfair, yes; but

you can greatly enhance your safety by
dressing to be seen. At night, it's a
different story. Drivers who encounter
cyclists riding without lights, reflectors
and light-colored clothes are right to
consider them menaces.

7. BE CAREFUL ABOUT
"PROVOCATIVE" ACTIONS. At a red
light, even friendly drivers are likely to
be irritated by a cyclist riding in circles
in front of them. Similarly, if you lean
on a vehicle at a stoplight, be aware

that some drivers consider their cars
extensions of themselves. You wouldn't
want anyone leaning on your bike,
would you?
8. RETURN THE FAVOR. Cyclists come
to appreciate little unexpected
courtesies from motorists. For instance,
we all nod a thank you to the driver
who has the right-of-way but waves us
through anyway. Try returning the
favor. You might, for example, motion
a driver to make his turn in front of
you if you'll be slow getting under way.
Who knows? That driver might look a
bit more favorably on the next cyclist
down the road." *

A Tree Grows in Dallas
really enjoyed reading your article
about Ned Fritz. I am amazed
someone of his vision and

sensitivity chooses to live in Dallas,
but I am glad he does. Dallas
desperately needs more like him.

Since moving to Dallas eighteen
years ago, the low regard the City and
developers have for nature has both

Discover a birder's paradise on Ap-il
13-16 at Nature Quest, the Texas Hill
Country's premier nat are festival.
Enjoy bird-ng tours Tong cur five
crystal r vers, dense.y wood2d
ranchlands and scenic state parks.
Learn from the experts ½ a variety of
nature wor<sbops. Lod:e in style at
one of our cozy river cabins, bed aid
breakfasts or guest ranches. Call
today for registration rraterials anc a
FREE accommodations gaide.

www.te llcounlrvuucation.com

800-210-0380

Discover 400
years of African
American History
with a free travel guide from the
Texas Historical Commission

Whether used as a
travel guide or
educational resource,
you will enjoy this
facscinating booklet.

For a free guide, call

512/463-5853
Or email
history@thc.s:ate tx us

6 0 T EX AS

HISTORICAL
COMM MISSION

The State AgencyforHis'orc P-eservatkn

P.O. BOX 12276 • AUSTIN, TX 78711-2276
www.thc.state tx.us
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amazed and disappointed me. All
open spaces mus: be developed, or at
least covered in concrete. There is no
comprehension of the beauty of

natural space, woods, creeks, and
wildlife.

My personal crusade to save a local

area from illegal dumping was
challenging enough. I am in awe at
how much Mr. Fritz has
accomplished.

Thank you for letting us know that
people like Mr. Fritz exist, let alone in
Dallas, Texas.

- Renee Solinger

The Kentucky ConnectionIwas glad to see the letter from

Mrs. Scotty Clenney, Board
Member of the Kentucky Network

of Outdoor Women, printed in the

January issue of the magazine. I don't
know if you are aware but K.N.O.W.
is an offshoot of the Becoming an
Outdoors-Woman program in
Kentucky and was inspired by the
Texas Outdoors Woman Network

Free! 32-page +
Buyer's Guide and

dealers nationwide.
1-888-274-2267 or
www.lancecamper.com
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(T.O.W.N.) that was started by
alumni and staff of the Becoming an
Outdoors-Woman program here in
Texas.

T.O.W.N. is going strong, with 12
chapters in nine cities with a new
chapter ready to get going in San
Marcos to start the millennium. It's
wonderful to see articles about women
participating in outdoor activities, and
providing role models for new
outdoor enthusiasts. Thanks for
including the women's viewpoint.

%- Debbie Bunch
Becoming an Outdoors-Woman Coor

Texas Parks & Wildlife
1-800-792-1112, push 6 then
<debra.bunch@tpwd.state.tx.us

Hueco "Thanks"
he article "Rock of Ages" by
Elaine Robbins (December
issue) was most illuminating

and interesting. Few people know the
richness of Indian history in rock art
that Texas holds.We have the oldest
petroglyphs in the U.S. at Fate Bell

-

Shelter near Del Rio. We have the
"Sistine Chapel of rock art," Hueco
Tanks. These are Texas' natural art

treasures that we should protect and
preserve. Experts like Dr. Kay
Sutherland have been on the scene for

years, recording and perserving the
pictographs and petroglyphs, and

n lobbying for protection. Thanks for
d excellent coverage of an important

subject. We'd like to see more. And by
the way - boy, is the magazine
looking great!

h Lin Hartley
Austin

Some Craters Are Greater
Would like to offer some additional

> information about the Odessa
impact crater described in your

November 1999 issue (pp. 52-57).
The Odessa site is the smallest of 3

impact craters in Texas. The Sierra
Madera crater is perhaps the most
spectacular because it is exposed at the

surface of the Earth and has a
diameter of 13 kilometers, which is
large enough to be seen from space.
Its age is uncertain, but is likely to be

j less than 100 million years old. The
Marquez crater is the same size as
Sierra Madera, but it was buried by
other geologic processes after it was
produced about 58 million years ago.

There are likely to be more impact
craters found in Texas, so stay tuned

for new discoveries.

- DavidA. Kring, Ph.D.

Sound off for "Mail Call!"
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine

welcomes letters from our readers.
Please include your name, address
and daytime telephone number.

Write to us at
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine,
3000 South IH 35, Suite 120,

Austin, TX 78704.
Or, fax us at 512-707-1913.

E-mail us at
<magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us>.

Subscribe at <tpwmagazine.com>.

Letters designated by this symbol
were delivered to us via e-mail.

We reserve the right to edit letters for
length and clarity.

U
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A NEW BAT IN TEXAS
exas is

home to -

more

species of bats

than any other

state. This num-

ber recently

increased by one

as students and

faculty from

Texas Wesleyan

University and

The University of

Texas at

Arlington discov-

ered that the

western yellow

bat (Lasiurus

xanthinus) has

moved into West Texas

I have been a part of the

team that has been stucying

Western yellow bats roost

in dead leaves of the

5:anish dagger Yucca in

West Texas.

the bats of Big Bend National Park z-r the

past four years. We :aught a we-te-r. yellow

bat in October 1996 over a spring-fed pool

in the park. We thought it was -n "azciden-

tal," an individual that has wandered out of

its normal range, sometimes as a result of a

tropical storm. We began to doabt this after

catching two more in 1997. Now we have

caught a total of seven and otl-er biologists

have found them in Black Gap Wld-ife
Management Area and Davis luotrains

State Park.

Yellow bats generally don't roast i> caves,

buildings or bridges as do manr other bats,

instead seeking roosts in trees. Not just any

tree meets their preference; they seer to pre-

fer palm trees. There are very few pams n

the Chihuahuan Deser:, so we wonaerec

where these new

inhab_tants were

living.

To investigatee

this, we

retLrred to Big

Ber d with

miniature

rad os. It took

twc long days to

find cur bat

roosting near

the top of

Dagger

Mountain in the

northern end of

the national

parr. In a large

Spani;h dagger

yucca, for which Dagger

Mountain is named, we found

cur bat.

Dead leaves of both yuccas and palms stay

attached to the trunk, forming a skirt of

cead yellow leaves beneath the living foliage.

I- is in -his skirt :hat yellow bats are known

:o rozst. The architectural similarity is so

.:riking that it seems surprising :o us that

more yellow bats aren't found here.

Waiy have :hey moved _nto Texas? Perhaps

:neir numbers have increased so much that

:ney are spreadir g out and colonizing West

Texas. Or perhaps, if conditions are changing

in Mex~co, the bats could be fleeing and

resettliag into marginal areas in West Texas.

I: even has been suggestec that global warm-

ing will cause an increase in the number of

t-ee-ro,string gat species in Texas. No one yet

knows why the western yellow bats are here.

- MichaelDixon

Lone Star Legacy wil be
the benefic ary of an April
20 dinner aid reception at

Sea Center Texas, and
guests can go home with
an autograph from 1999
Baseball Hall of Fame
inductee Nolan Ryar.

Ryan, a Texas Parks and
Wildlife corn -nissioner, w .1

be the guest speaker at
the event, which will raise
funds for the Sea Ceiter
Texas End wment Fund.

Sea Center officials say
that attendees will have

the opportunity to have

one article of their choice
autographed by td e

baseball great.

The Lone Star Legacy
Endowment Program was

created to provide a secure
and self-perpetuating

source of operating income
for Texas Parks and

Wildlife facilities. For
ticket information call Sea

Center Texas in Lake
Jackson at

409-292-0100.
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Concerns Surfacing Over Groundwater Rights

Proposals to export 
water from

the Carrizo-Wilcox aquifer

have Bastrop and Lee County

residents anc politicians concerned

about their groundwater, their

forests, their wetlands and their

wildlife.

A study recently completed by the

University of Texas, Bureau of

Economic Geology (BEG) shows

that while there appears to be suffi-

cient water to meet future water

demands, there will be groundwater

level declines. According to the

study, a recent contract between

Alcoa and San Antonio Water

System to export 90,000 acre-feet of

water per year to Bexar County

could potentially cause groundwater

levels to decline an additional 50

feet on average, with a maximum

decline of 260 feet in the vicinity of

the groundwater withdrawal. Alcoa

is currently required under the con-

ditions of its mining permit with the

Texas Railroad Commission to miti-

gate impacts to water supply wells.

! Mitigation is not required for

j impacts to surface water resources,

however.

"We are concerned about the

i effect groundwater pumping will

have on surface water resources such

i as springs, creeks and rivers," says

TPW Water Resources Team Leader

Cindy Loeffler. Although scientists

do not fully understand the aquifer's

i role in shaping local ecosystems,

! Loeffler explains, "effects could be

pronounced, especially if they
i involve unique or threatened biotic

resources." The proposed mine site

i provides habitat for hundreds of

migratory birds and two federally

i endangered species:Navasota ladies'-

tresses orchid, and the Houston

i toad, a species endemic to just three

! Texas counties.

The Bastrop County

i Commissioners Court unanimously

opposed the mine expansion in an

i official resolution, stating in part

that, "the severe, long-lasting and

i potentially irreversible adverse

impacts caused by the extraction of

lignite coal by strip-mining, on

ground and surface water, soils and

agriculture, air quality, wildlife, and

native vegetation are well document-

ed....

"Bastrop County Commissioners

Court strongly and unanimously

opposes the planned expansion of

strip-mining of lignite and its com-

bustion in a substandard facility, and

calls upon elected and appointed

officials of San Antonio to withdraw

from onerous and ill-considered

contracts which support such strip-

mining and combustion."

The Texas Railroad Commission,
which regulates mining statewide,

currently is reviewing the Three

Oaks mine proposal. The mine is

considered an expansion of Alcoa's

existing Sandow mine, therefore cir-

cumventing need for a full environ-

mental review by the Corps of

Engineers (COE).
- Wendee Holtcamp

If you, or others you know, anticipate going through withdrawal at the close of hunting

season, spending some time with the Hunting Club at Doreen's 24-HR Eat Gas Now

Cafeby Reavis Z. Wortham provides a simple, hilarious antidote to ease the symp-

toms. Wortham, who began his writing career as a columnist for The Paris News -Paris

Texas, that is - and is currently humor editor at Texas Fish & Game magazine, takes a

lighthearted look at the "big secret" known by outdoorsmen and the women who love

them: a good deal of the outdoors experience is in the shared camaraderie before and

after the hun:, usually involving food and good, strong coffee.

"Male or female, old or young, outdoorsmen or what I fondly call Bunnyhuggers,

can find truth and humor in these pages," says Wortham. "Sometimes I might

touch a perscnal nerve, but it's all in fun, because I laugh at the guys and myself as

much as I laugh at this strange and bizarre world in which we live."

To enjoy a respite with the members of the Hunting Club - including my personal favorite character

"Wrong Willie" (Willie Nelson? No, wrong Willie...), order an autographed copy from Texas Fish & Game magazine.

Order by madl at 7600 West Tidwell, Suite 708, Houston, TX 77040; by phone at 800-750-4678 or via the internet
at <www.fish ame.com>. Total cost, including shipping, handling and sales tax, is $18.89.

Come In for Some Coffee at Doreen's
24-HR Eat Gas Now Cafe

- Susan L. Ebert
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Childress FFA Students "Top Dogs" At Nationals

C t's important tiat people start learning to manage prairie dogs instead

of eradicating them," emphasizes Emily Robertson, as she visits with a

group of students from Minnesota at the National FFA Convention in

Louisville, Kentucky. Emily, a soft-spoken 18-year-old, ta_ks about prairie

dogs as eas ly as rrcst girls her age talk about fashion.

"For cei:uries prarie dogs have been a keystone species on the plains and

their existence prcvide:s food and shelter for about 120 otter species." Emily,

along with her resea-ch partner Jim Self, go over :heir bound thesis and tri-

fold display as thei- :t-of-state peers listen with enthusiasm.

"If something isn't dcne about conserving the prairie dog soon, they could

be put on the Threa:ened Species List by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,"

Self tells the group "If =hat happens I'm afraid that landowners may lose a _ot

of say about what kincs of activities take place or their lard. In Texas, that's

serious.

Both Robertsor_ and Self were in Kentucky competing in the National

Agriscience Fair Ccmpetition that is held in conjunction with :he National

FFA Convention - a gathering of approximately, 50,000 students from all

across the country. Representing the Childress, Texas, FFA Chapter, they were

named national cha- rpons in the Environmenta Sciences - Team Division

with their :esearch project entitled The Effects ofBlack-Ta;ed Prairie Dog: on1

Plant Diversity and Sod Fertility in the Rolling Plains of Texas.

Their research, which took place just north of ''hildress High School,

focused on how the species affects rangelands as compares to Ike soil types

where the prairie dogs aren't found.

They discovered that prairie dogs may not harm rangeknds, as traditional

wisdom dictates. "[ was like most people in thinking that prairie dogs were

good for nothing," says Jim Self. "Now, because of the researc-, I have a

whole different ou-loak on them and how we should manage them."

The study indicates that prairie dogs have a neatral effect on soil fertility

but a positive effect or plant diversity. During their counts, they discove-ec

that 35 different species of plants lived inside the town, waere-s only 20 were

catalogued outside the :own. These findings are backed up by similar research

conducted in the Dakotas :n the early part of this decade.

"We think that me >rairle dog needs to be looked at as a possible eccromic

commodity just like you would deer or quail," says Robertson. "By managing

the prairie dog and -at eradicating them, the species and :he landowner will

both come out winners." - RussellA. Gratms
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S C O U T

BY G I B BS M I L L I K E N

he evolution of

portable, hands-free

lights started with the

needs of miners and

hunters to work in

darkness with a focused beam and

both hands on the job. Improvements

over the years include better bright-

ness and color of light, longer-lasting

power sources, even illumination,

variable focus, waterproof housings,

lighter weight, durability. and more

power in smaller-size units. Perhaps

the most important featLre to look

for in any light is dependability. No
one wants a light source that flickers

and goes out at a critical moment.

A good selection of quality lights,

with either general or specialized

functions, is available today in a wide

range of prices. The more expensive

units are powered by newer battery

designs, high-tech bulbs, and unique

features for specific tasks. In some

cases, the lights have accessories that

give them multi-fanctiors from

overhead tent lighting and filters for

map reading to emergency signal-

ing modes that can be seen over

distances of one or more miles. The

models considered most serviceable

are headlights equipped with elastic

bands or pocket/belt clips for hands-

free use when worn on the forehead

or hat.

One basic problem stil. plagues the

designer of portable lights: the power

source. In most cases, the trade-off is

weight vs. power and longevity.

Currently available batteries are heavy,

limited reservoirs with diminishing

power output. They usually are

uncomfortable when attached to the

user's head and frustrating when car-

ried at the hip with cords that can

hang, tangle and disconnect at crucial

moments. If hands-free lighting is to

receive a major improvement, the

engineers first need to find some new

form of power that is lightweight,

long-lived and constant to combine

with strong, high-efficiency bulbs and

reflectors to produce even lighting

and variable beam widths ranging

from wide general illumination to an

extremely narrow focused beam of

intense light. So far, it's back to the

drawing board for light makers.
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR:

• Waterproof (not water-resistant)

• Light diffuser created by a dimpled
reflector surface or front filter.

• Variable power from weak to very

strong when needed.

• Optional power sources for the

same unit, i.e., belt battery pack,

rechargeable cells and head-mount-

ed batteries.

i • Focusing beam from flood to spot.
! • Adjustable swivel head.

• Optional bulb types, from standard

! to high intensity.

• Set of filters for various purposes.

i • Durable shock-absorbent housings

for headlamp and power source.

i • Lightest possible weight to power
and light duration ratio.

i • Reliable switches and electronic

connections.

i Comfort when worn on the head.

! Convertible from head-mounted to

hand-held when needed.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

Always carry a second light source

when in the field. In one moment, a

light failure can become a life-threat-

i ening situation in a cave, underwater

or when crossing dangerous ground

i in total darkness. A spare bulb, batter-

ies, waterproof adhesive tape and a

multi-tool also should be a part of

any lighting kit.
LIGHTS OF THE FUTURE

Current models of lights are sure

to be replaced in the next few years

by products from research into

LED (light-emitting diode) bulb
technology. These have the potential

to produce longer-lasting, intense

light with compact size and minimal

weight. Gone will be the cumbersome

battery packs and short-lived filament

bulbs once engineers figure out how

to get the brightness to the same level

as today's conventional models. For

now, we can only wait and look for-

. ward to the technology that gives us

better hands-free lighting.

"Say, would you mind holding this
light for me while I ... ?"

smallest. 10 es an r1¢ tes
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THE BES~-SELLING "LEARN ABOUT" SERIES CONTINUES WITH THE ALL-NEW

TEXAS INSECTS?"
n exciting new book now joins Texas Parks & Wildlife Press' acclaimed "Learn
About ... "series - Learn About Texas Insects!This educational activity book fea-
tures the most numerous and easily observed of Texas' animal residents.

k& Children from six to twelve can enjoy the marvelous world of "bugs" - that great host

le of hopping, crawling, flying, and buzzing creatures more properly called insects.

Youngsters can color detailed line drawings of the most common and most
unusual Texas insects. The accompanying easy-to-read text gives important facts

- about insects' roles in nature. Interspersed throughout are instructive games and
suggested activities. BONUS FOLD-OUT! A 17" by 22" coloring poster.

7,t 1999, Texas Parks & Wildlife Press, 8 1/2 x 11 in., 6o pp., b&w illustrations,
ISBN 1-885696-27-2, $7.95, paperback

Also available in this series:
ye Learn About... Texas Birds

Learn About... Texas Dinosaurs
Learn About... Texas Indians

Order all four books for only $27.00
and save almost $5.00!

Learn about
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Lear abou ..TXS

c/

TITLE OF BOOK QUANTITY PRICE AMOUNT

LEARN ABOUT... TEXAS INSECTS $7.95
NAME LEARN ABOUT... TEXAS BIRDS $7.95

LEARN ABOUT... TEXAS DINOSAURS $7.95
ADDRESS

LEARN ABOUT... TEXAS INDIANS $7.95 _

CITY STATE ZIP SUBTOTAL

TEXAS RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD .0825 SALES TAX

DAYTIME PHONE PLEASE ADD $2.95 SHIPPING & HANDLING PER BOOK

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER:

MAIL TO: TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE PRESS, 3000 SOUTH IH-35, SUITE 120, AUSTIN, TX 78704
L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I

Learn about : .T XAS

f
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S C O U T

BY DAN MORRISON • ILLUSTRATIONS BY NARDA LEBO

although it may be eas-

ie- to purchase one at

your favorite outdoor

retailer, you can put
together a basic first

aid kit with a quick trip to the gro-

ny store. Here are the essentials.

Adhesive bandages keep small

,uts from becoming infected, or

going septic. Pack a few large ones

for cuts on legs or arms; a few small

ones for toes or fingers; and a few

spot bandages fcr little cuts and

nicks on other body parts.

For more sericus wounds you'll

need gauze bandages; 2-inch by 2-

inch and 4-inch by 4-inch are conve-

nient sizes. Gauze bandages have

multiple uses: they can seal off a

wound to prevent infection, they can

hold dressings ir. place, and they can

immobilize broken bones. Also con-

sider a malleable split. It's light-

weight and folds up small enough to

carry easily. Toss a couple of crepe

bandages (the e astic ones) in the kit

as well. A large triangular bandage,

merely a piece o- cloth cut in trian-

gular form, can )e used as a sling,
worn over your shoulder, in order to

immobilize a broken arm. Or it can

be used as a large bandage for cuts.

A few safety pins are helpful to

secure bandages. Pain medicine,

whether aspirin, acetaminophen, or

ibuprofen, also is nice :o have.

A good pair of scissors may be the

most important tool in any first aid

kit, for cutting Eandages and remov-

ing clothing, among other things.

A pack of antiseptic wipes and a

tube of antiseptic cream should be

in your kit. Infections set in more

quickly than one might realize, espe-

cially in the woods.

Foot felt, sometimes known as

"moleskin," is an item sold in foot-

care sections of drug stores and gro-

ceries. It's a good thing to have for

blisters. Not only are blisters painful,

they are prone to infection. Blisters

start out as hot spots, and most peo-

ple make the mistake of ignoring a

hot spot, waiting until setting up

camp to investigate; by then it is too

late. As soon as you feel a hot spot,

stop immediately and treat it.

Things that you should pack, but

won't find in commercial kits, are

duct tape, dental floss and a large

sewing needle.

Duct tape can be used to cover hot

spots to prevent full-blown blisters,
to immobilize fractures, and to bind

up cuts. But a word of caution: duct

tape does not breathe, so it should

only be used for relatively short

durations when applied to flesh.

Likewise, dental floss and a strong

sewing needle have myriad uses. Not

only can they be used to suture

wounds, they also can be used to sew

bandages and to repair clothing or

gear. Dental floss is sterile, an

important consideration in treating

Wounds. And it is extremely strong.

\

Even though a good first aid kit is

important, the most important thing

you should take on any trip is
knowledge. Take a first aid class.

Learn the basics of hygiene and

wilderness survival. You can't buy
basic first aid know-how, but it can

make or break a trip.
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"SINCE SPRING OF '92, the river hasn't been like it used to be due to lack of

rain and increased irrigation upstream,' Pierre DeKoninck says. "But it's still a

beautiful place to be. It's more of a scenic float versus whitewater rafting."

Pierre, who is from Quebec, runs Big Bend Shuttle Service with his wife,

Lovika, who is from Tahiti. The river he was describing is the Rio Grande, in

particular the stretch that flows through the state and national parks in the Big
Bend. In early March of 1999, the river was "gone" - or almost gone. Seven

years of drought, expanded agricultural development, increased consumption in

the thirsty desert cities of El Paso and Juarez all have slowed the river's flow. The

Rio Grande, known as the Rio Bravo in Mexico, is neither "grande" nor "bravo."
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S INCE THE MID-1980s I have enced in our three-boat parry. By late side of the river, a sign that we were

canoed and rafted the Colorado afternoon, we were paddling a stretch approaching the entrance to Santa

and Santa Elena Canyons in that guides call "the Doldrums," Elena Canyon. Within an hour, the

good and bad weather. But I have where the river spreads out, current river turned left for a long, bouncing

never had a bad trip, even when there slows down and the hissing of the ride through a series of five or six

was little water. With proper equip- wind in the rushes that lie between us drops, then 90 degrees to the right

ment, enough food and, most impor- and Texas can lull you to sleep. and past the mouth of San Carlos

tant, plenty of extra drinking water, it The shallows along the banks of the Creek, and 90 degrees to the left to

has been almost impossible not to Doldrums tell more of the story of the bank where most boaters pull out

enjoy this place. And for those who drought. If one steps out of a boat to camp on the Texas side.

would avoid the work or who lack into the shallow water there's a good If there is a more beautiful campsite

river experience, there are outfitters in chance of sinking to your knees - in Texas, I have yet to find it. Pitch

Terlingua who will row, set up camp and in some places your legs will your tent or lie on the ground and

and cook. entirely disappear in silty sediment. point your feet toward the river and

But since the big rains of 1991 and Even during periods of drought, there you are looking up a vertical limestone

a relatively wet year in 1992, the are rainstorms. Their runoff transports canyon wall that has a slight reddish

whole region has been suffering a the fine alkaline desert soil into the hue. There is the murmur of water

seven-year drought. Year by year, the river. For 40 years, dams upstream and running across rocks and if there's not

water gradually has disappeared. For downstream have prevented spring too much moon, there are so many

agriculture, the drought has been dev- floods that would have carried this j

astating. For the guides and outfitters, material downstream to the alluvial

there has been real economic hardship. plain at the mouth of the river. But

"So many people invested so much there has been enough flow to move

money and energy because they much of the silt downstream. With

thought they were going to have a currents such as we experienced, mud-

river," Pierre says. But there is enough flats grow and the channel shrinks. °

for canoes, which are easier to drag We continued through the

across shallow sandbars than rafts. At Doldrums, past a formation called the

today's water levels, we will have to Sentinel - a butte on the Mexican ___"

work a lot more for our recreation.

I paddled the river in March with Despite decreasing water levels, the Rio

four friends from Austin. With a gen- Grande still offers a pleasant river

tle breeze blowing at our backs, we experience. For those who want to enjoy

eased three rented canoes out into the the trip without doing all the work, there

muddy river. The wooden gauge at are outfitters who will row, set up camp

Lajitas showed less than three feet of and cook all the meals, left.

water, but at least there was some cur-

rent. Lajitas was still in sight when we
all got out and dragged our canoes --

across the first gravel bar - which

with just another foot of water would :

have been a bouncing riffle.

We paddled for 11 miles, sometimes n
in open desert, sometimes along

canyon walls. For an hour we paddled f -

along a tall cliff most notable for the

deep brown igneous sill that forced its

way into the limestone 500 feet above -

on the Texas side.

Not even a sandstorm could have W

spoiled a day like this, when the

breeze seemed to stay at our back even

as the river changed direction. It hard

ly seemed to matter that Matadero 
-

Rapids no longer is a rapid, and the
dozens of "wall shots" provided littk ' -

challenge for even the least experi-

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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stars that you almost regret that you

hadn't camped on the wide-open desert

floor.
In the morning, we awoke to the

song of a canyon wren. Five years ago,

in this same spot on Easter Sunday

morning, Austin singer-songwriter Tish

Hinojosa pointed out to me that the

canyon wren "sings down a scale" in a

series of about 10 to 15 lilting notes.

On this morning ir early March it was

cold - in the 40s - until the sun

appeared over the canyon wall. I took

the gear boat and we paddled the three

canoes straight ahead toward a canyon

wall, scutting across rocks and finally

getting out to push across a gravel bank

that in years past had been a fast-run-

ning chute leading unsuspecting pad-

dlers into the canyon wall on the Texas

bank. Then the river turned hard to the

right, the channel narrowed, and sud-

denly we found ourselves in a limestone

canyon so beautiful that it was best to

stop paddling, and absorb as much of
the moment as possible.

Ahead lay eight miles of the most

scenic paddling on the continent - a

stretch easily covered in half a day,

although we spent another night in the

canyon. We got out on the Mexican

side, well above the rapids, to scout the

open channels of the Rockslide, a Class

IV rapid that isn't really a rapid but a
labyrinth of narrow channels and dead
ends, by dozens of huge rocks that have
fallen into a narrow gorge. At high

water in the late 1980s, I scouted and

mapped for an hour, only to shoot

through the channels in less than two

minutes. Today the Rockslide requires

fast run down the Texas side of the

river, a 90-degree turn right and an

immediate 90-degree turn left into the

main channel, which then turns hard

left. There are no alternatives, no

"Mexican run." The channel on the

Mexican side of the river is too shallow

to navigate. More challenging than the

Rockslide is a series of elaborate

maneuvers that offer the only possibili-

ty to get more water into the river.

A half-dozen figures and agencies are

making efforts to save the river's attrac-

tions in the Big Bend region. Ty Fain is
the director of the Consortium of the

Rio Grande, a coordinating agency

established in 1998 when

Most of the river

that flows through

Big Bend comes

from the Rio

Conchos in Mexico.
The above right

photo shows the

confluence of the

Rio Grande and the

Rio Conchos. Below
is the Mexican

town of Ojinaga.

President Clinton designated the Rio

Grande one of 14 American Heritage
Rivers. Fain describes a plan promoted

by Steve Harris, a long-time river guide
and co-owner of Terlingua's Far Flung
Adventures. The plan involves using
releases from the dams upstream to

open up the clogged channel between

El Paso and the Big Bend. It is
advanced by the Forgotten River

Group. The point man for the group is
Harris, but the plan won't succeed, Fain

says, without the support of John
Bernal, the U.S. commissioner on the

International Boundary and Water

Commission, or IBWC.

In years past, Fain says, no one

would associate the IBWC with conscr-

vation or environmental projects.

Before Bernal, the commission was

widely considered a stodgy bureaucrac\
invisible even along the border, excep-

perhaps to Mexican farmers who wai
ed to be sure that the water guaranteed

to them by a 1906 treaty would be

there when they needed it. Or to

American farmers in the Upper Basin

of New Mexico, who own many of the

water rights. Or the "Water Buffaloes"

on the boards and commissions that

supply water for El Paso, which, along
with Ciudad Judrez on the Mexican

side of the river, is rapidly exhausting
its underground water supply and tak-

ing more water from the river.

Bernal is modest about his agency's
role in any project that would solve the

problem or "save" the river. "We can

manage the river better, so that more

water gets to El Paso," Bernal says. But

he warns that the Big Bend parks are

problematic because so little water gets

past El Paso. "We have looked for ways

to get more water from the upper por-
tion of the basin down to that middle

basin. But there is no adequate channel
down there and little supply. Much of
the water in the parks historically came
from a major Mexican tributary, the

Rio Conchos. But demands are increas-

ing in Mexico," Bernal says. "And we're
in a dry condition in the Mexican trib-

utaries." As the drought has dried the
Conchos, the Rio Grande, as it flows

through the Big Bend, has diminished
from a roar to a trickle.

According to Ken Rakestraw, chief of
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water accounting at the

IBWC, there is little that can

be done about the Conchos.

"The amount of water is

guaranteed by treaty, except

in an extraordinary drought,

and is a five-year average

amount," Rakestraw says.

"In the past five years it has

fallen short because of the

drought." Short is an under-

statement. The average flow

on the Conchos is more

than a million acre-feet per

year. By 1994, after two

years of drought, flow was down to

350,000 acre-feet - one third of what

the Conchos provided in the past.

"Water development is threatening to

deplete the Rio Conchos, the same way

the Rio Grande has been depleted,'

Harris says. And because it is a

Mexican river, there is only so much

that American interests can do about .t.

"All the water in the Rio Grande is allo-

cated," Fain says. "Every drop belongs

to somebody. Between the agricultural

interests and the cities, there is no water

left for the river." That, according to

Harris, creates a circular problem.

There is no channel because there is -o

water. And with no water, the channel

continues to become aggraded.

Fifty-five percent of the water the

U.S. owns goes to the Elephant Butte

Irrigation District in New Mexico, and

45 percent goes to the Texas inte-ests,

which include El Paso. And 60,00C

acre-feet go to Mexico. After the rive-

flows past the concrete channel thar:

moves it between El Paso and Juirez,

then waters the fields between El Pas-,

and Fort Quitman, there's not much

river left.

The water that gets past El Paso :s

known as the "system leakage," Harris

explains - water that flows back from

irrigated fields, or that is not cap-uredc

by agricultural interests. The Rio

Grande, in other words, as it flows past

tiny Texas towns such as Fort Hancok,

Sierra Blanca, Fort Quitman and

Candelaria, is the meager flow that has

escaped the agricultural projects and

municipal water systems upstream.

"We get about 5 to 6 percent,'

Harris says. Because of the slow flow

and shallow channel near Fort

Quitman, laalf of that 5 to 6 percent is

evaporated c. suckec up by sal- cedar,

the thirsty African import that has dis-

placed native plants. The plan Harris

pitches to ars;one who will listen -

including the big family and corporate

farmers around Las Cruces, New

Mexico - will increase that amoun: I:-

5 to 6 perce-t and open the charre-

aoove the pa:k so that less water :s lost

tc evaporation and sart cedar.

Harris is a practical environrmer-alis:

He knows that 89 percent of the Rio

Grande's water is dedicated to agrictil-

t-re, yet wrien he talks about ineff cen:

agricultural :ractices, such as flocc-irri-

gation of fieAs, ne acknowledges tmat

t-ere are high-value :rops such as

pecans and pistachios that justify tat

s-o.rt of water use. The Rio Grande alsc

supports "low-value" crops such as Lay
and alfalfa, which Harris calculates con-

same as much as 80 percent of the

water that is dedicated to agriculture.

The plan thit the Forgotten River

Group is advancing includes state and

federal support of wa-er conservation

p-ojects, such as drip irrigation, to

return to me river scme of the water

consumed by old, inefficient agricuk-

al practices.

The Forgotten River Group, which

includes representatives of the IBWC,

interested state agencies and a naf-

cozen environmental and recreatIonal

c"-ganizatirns, p-oposes to reclaim

enough water tc allcw for substan-ial

releases that would open the channel at

Fort Quitman enough to "eng-neer tme
river" back to health, anyway.

We spent our second night on the

The Forgotten River Group, which is made

up of representatives of governmental

agencies as well as environmental and

rec-eational organizations, proposes to

rec aim enough water to engineer tie
Rio Grande back to health.

river at Fern Canyon, a beauti ul ime-

stone canyon that wends its way iom

the rverbank into Mexico. In the

morning, we began the final three miles

of oLr trip. Again there was a ger-le
breeze at our backs and a slow current,

but with more than half a day to :om-

ple-e the last leg of the trip we quit

pacdling and floated out the morning

in a reverential silence. Then, ust as

abruptly as it had begun on the previ-

ous morning, Santa Elena Canyon

ended, and we were paddling tov ard

the cry mouth ofTerlingua C-eek and

into the open desert.

Even as we concludes our t-ip, there

were the visions of a dying river that

haurt Steve Harris. Immediately

upstream from Terlingua Creek, he
mudflats we had slogged through seem

to have extended even farther into the

river. The current was slow, and the

rocks ahead suggested that we were

going to be dragging the boats -c: a
stretch before we got to the take-out

point. The water seemed warm for
March, although it was not near the

life-choking 90 degrees that arrived

with the low flows and high tempera-

tures of summer. Without some plan
that restores the flow of water and life

to :his river, trips like this one will be

no more. *
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n the 1970s there was a dramatic decline in numbers of red drum,
due to over-fishing and habitat destruction," Vega says. "Something
had to be done. If that trend had continued, the fishery would have

collapsed, much like what has happened with the famous Maine cod 3sh-
ery. Commercial and recreational fishermen on the East Coast are no
longer able to catch cod in
anywhere near the numbers

they once did. We were fright- h
_. cL COST CONSERVAIN ASCI16q

ened that the same thing
would happen here."

It didn't. And the story of that near-

collapse and successful revival winds

down a rather circuitous path, a path

that passes through the ecological prob-

lems caused by building development,

commercial fishermen who were asked

to give up their livelihood and the law

enfo-cement officers who enforced that

loss the astonishingly prolific reproduc-

tive ability of the red drum and how

humans can manipulate that reproduc-

tion and, finally, scientific theories hard-

ening into practices that the entire world

now turns to as an example cf success.

The Crisis
Tre red drum crisis began years ago,

ever before there was a perceptible

decLne in their numbers. Lary

McEachron, science director for the

Coastal Fisheries Division of TPW,

explains: "Red drum are very long-lived.

They can stick arounc up to 40 years.

Some of the fish you saw in the Gulf in

the '7Cs actually were spawned in the

'30s." So the p-cblem had been growing

for quite some time before it began to be

noticed in the '7:s.

And who dic this noticing, serving as

a warn ng beacon for the dangerous

shrinking of the "sh population?

The angles of Texas. You and me.

"Outdoor writers and anglers had

started seeing that their catches of red

drum were not as good as they were in

the '50; and '50s," says McEachron.

These warning siuns from the general

populace began to gather steam until

1975, when TPW decided it needed to
act. "A decision was made in 1975 to

begin a monito-ing program. We felt it

was tire to gather quan:ifiable data and

determine what t!he status of the red

drum actually was," he says.

"By 1980, we had determined that the

red drum popula-ion was clearly in trou-

ble," says Vga. He believes tha: if the

trend were lest unchecked tnere would

have been a danger of the Teras Gu-f

waters ending up in a situation similar to

the crisis of the coast ofMaine. This is a

fish population collapse so pervasive that

it led Massachiusetts Govenor Wil-iam

Weld in 1995 to ask President Clinton

to declare the New Eng-and coasia fish-

ing territories a natural disaster area. The

two culprits there, as in Texas, seemec to

be habitat destruction and cv.e:-fishing.

Vega describes :hie first culprit: "As

building development occurs, we lose

sections of the nursery grounds used by
our coastal fish - mainly wetlands and

sea grasses. Alsc, as more and more dams

are constructec upriver we arc losng the
necessary flcw of fresh water rtn our

bay systems."

But, as M:Eac-ron (who 1:: hat time

was the leader cf the Harves: Prog-am, a

group that interviewed fisLernen and

2M FEBRUARY 2000
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passed its findings on to legislators)

explains, there was an even bigger prob-

lem: "The information we gathered from

1975 to 1980 indicated that the major

source of the decline was due to the

commercial fishery. And based on that

information, along with the scientific

data other groups had gathered, the

Texas Legislature banned the sale of

spotted sea trout and red drum in

1981."
The coastal fisheries of Texas were on

their way to being saved. But there was a

certain subset of the fishing population

that didn't exactly see this ban, or earlier

ones restricting net fishing, as good

news.

The Red Drum Wars
Imagine for a moment that it's 1978.

You're a young game warden field officer

in Corpus Christi, and you have been

charged with enforcing the state's fishing

laws. It's 3 a.m. and you're where you

always are this time of morning: floating

near a gas well located between Padre

Island and the mainland, lights off and

silent, somehow at the same time both

anxious and bored. You wait - and lis-

ten.

"I heard the sound of a boat running

nearby," says Jim Robertson. "At this

time of morning, what typically would

happen is that the illegal fishermen

would come out, try to collect their nets

and get back in before daylight. I picked

up my binoculars and looked to the

north and realized it wasn't one boat, but

three boats coming at me! I jumped the

first one, and we had a boat race of

about a mile and a -alf before I got him

shut dowAn. The other two got away. But

here we are, sitting in the mist and fog at

3 o'cloc{ in the morning and I find

myself in a 5C-mile-per-hour boat race,

lights off anc in total darkness. I'm

telling ycu, i:'ll put your heart right in

your throat!"

Just another day it the office for

Robertson who today is director of

TPW's Law Enfo-cemen: Division.

Many otaer Texas game warders experi-

enced similar events at many times dur-

ing the '6Cs, '70s and '8(s, when game

wardens were seizing more thar. 580,000

feet of illegal nets per year. Vega says

those times often are referred tc as the

"Red Dram Wars." Robertson adds that

those days were known as the "Net

Wars" by his division.

This was the kind of enforcement

effort that was needed even after House

Bill 10(0 banned the sale of red drum in

Texas. "From 19E1 to 1; 84 there was a

tremendous amount of legal fishing

going on," says McEachron. "This was

encouraged by the fact that a lct of the

seafood markets and restaurants were

actually buying this fish, no questions

asked. Acund 1 l83, there was a big

push by the CCA [Coastal Conservation

Associa:ioo of Texas, a group dedicated

to the conservation of the marine

resources of the Texas Gulf Coas:] to get

the message cut about the magnitude of

damage :his was having cn red drum.

Restauran-s and seafood dealers realized

they were helping to encourage their

demise, and they decided they would

not buy illegal fis'." The blend of law

enforcement and education finally did

the trick. "That combination really dried

up most of the hlack market."

Failures of the Past
But as vaoialt as the efforts of law

enirorcement were sale and catch restric-

tions alone would not do the job. The

damage alreacy had been done: the red

drum numbers had gone into dramatic

decline. It was now the scientists' turn at

ba:, and the dinicalt question that faced

them was how to bring the red drum

ad other coas:al -ish back from the

brink of destruction.

History was not much help. Our

great-grandparents actually could have

witnessed :he earliest attempts at fish

arming in North America: a trout

hatcherv built in Mumford, New York,

r_ 1864 was the f rst of :ts kind. And the

rolks of the time had great hopes for

:zeir ha:cheries Local fish stocks all

around the country were being depleted

and the art:ficial propagation of fish was

2eoming pop-la:.

But in spite of the efforts made tc

:eep the nation's bays fully stocked, the

rambers continued to decline. Finally.

wJring the 1W4s, interest in farming as

a solution to :he nation's fisheries woes

began to wane. The fishing managers

vwere left w:th a hage question: why did

toe stocking of large numbers of fry (the

larval stage of =sh) in our nations coastal

vwaters lead tc ro increase in the popua-

tion? The answer came when researchers

bEgan to stady not how fish live, but

Ecw they die.

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE



A Good Day to Die
The phrase "It's a go:d day to die'

would be a perfec: r. :-to for the red

drum. As Vega expla.ns. the mortality

rate of that fish turns cut :c be astorish-

ingly high. "More :han SS percent of the

eggs that are spawned in the wihd do not

survive. And that's cTLror. for most

marine c-rganisms"

For a spawned egg to survive along the

Texas Gu.f Coast, nature must be ve~y

accommodating. And it usually isn't.

"Red drum will typially spawn near the

passes," McEachron say7s. (Fasses are the

openings between islands -hat connect

the Gulf to the bay.) "-he females will

release their eggs and the males will

release their milt and the eggs will

become fertilized. -he Lope then is that

the current will draw the growing larvae

through tie passes into the gay systems

themselves. But if yc- dcr't have the

tight environmental co-ditijns they may

not get pulled far enauz _r, or a strong

reverse tize may pall them back out.

exas just doesn't have wide expansive

passes. They're very narrow, unlike scme

of the other areas ac-g the Gulf Coast."

So then, the burning question is this:

How do we keep these deaths from hap-
pening? How can we nalp every desew--

ing fish t make it from egg into adult-

hood? The solution, as it tarns out, is

very simpe - and ver, difficult .

The simple part? Avcic ±e problem

altogether "What we dt. is circumvent

that 99 percent mortality ta:e by giving

the red drum population a head start.

We captu-e and breed the fish until they

are large enough aid strong enough to

place back direct y into the bays," Vega

says.
Tne difficul: part? The specific, intri-

cate steps you must go through to make

that happen.

Four Steps to Better Fishing
There are four steps Texas fishery

managers mus: go through to assure

healhy levels of fish aloog the Gulf
Coast.

Step 1: Catch Fish
The brood fish, or the ull-grown, sex-

uaily mature red drum, are captured in a

variety of ways. But the preferred

method, because i: causes -he least stress

for the fish, is ust the way yoa and -

wculd do it - wi:h hook and line.

Once enough are gathered they are

shipped back to the varic.is facilities

alorg the coast where they actaally breed

and grow the fish. Along with the aquar-
iums discussed earlier, Sea Center Texas

has the largest red drum hatchery in the

world. "The fish are placec into brood

tar_ks," Vega says. "These are 3,500-gal-
lon tanks about 1L feet _n diameter and

5 feet high." Only five fisn are needed

for each tank, usually two maes and

th:ee females - and a fazi~ity like Sea

Center has around 40 tanks.

Step 2: Fool F:sh

Vega continues: "For red drum,

spawning normally occurs in the fall

when you have 11 hours ofh lght anc the

temperature _s abut 25 degrees centi-

grace. We condense a regu-at year into

150 days anc then we fool the fish into

thinking it's fall by adjusting the light-ag
and water temperature cf taei: tanks."

Wildlife Web site,
Fwwwtpwdstate.t 
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This simplh-souncing process is actL-

ally the culmination of a lot of research.

Dr. Connie Arnold of the Universiry of
Texas Marine Scier.ce Institute was tne

f rst person -o spawr_ red drum using

light and terr_perature variations. His

process was refined by Florida sciert ts

and then further refined back in Texas

into the proc-ss usec today. This has

become the preferred method of spawn-

ing, because it can be repeated with :h°

same fish many times a year. Also, unlike

other methods such as "stripping," where

eggs and sperm are forced out of the tish

by external pressure on their bodies, the

Esh continue to live afterwards to spawn

another day, always a p us for the fish.

This procedure Is :ncredibly proliEc.

As Vega says, "Each female spawns

around 5-7 million eggs apiece over a

production year.

Step 3: Grow Fish

At this pint the young fish change

homes mote :imes thar an army bra: -

they will have no kss than three resi-

dences before they finally are released

back into tez° bays.

They stave at home with their mothers

and fathers only b-efly. Once the eggs

a-e produced and fertilized, they are

skimmed out of thei: parents' tank. They

are then placed into slightly smaller incu-

bator tanks until t-ey hatch and develop

physically to he print where they car.

eat on their own (rhe larval stage), a
process tha: will take no more than two

and a half days. Finally they will be

placed into one of Sea Center's 36 lage

outdoor "grow out" ponds inside of

which a brew of tasty rotifers is prepa-ed

for their arrival. Depending on the grow-

ing size of the fish, they are continually

fed a variety of items until they reach a

length of about an inch and a half -

the fingerling stage.

Step 4: Release Fish

When the fish reach that size it's time

to harvest. The pond is gradually drained

over a period of days. Since the pond has

the shape of an inverted ccne, as more

anc more water leaves, the fish are herd-

ed _nto a smaller and smaller area.

Finally, at the bottom of each pond, they

find themselves in a U-shaped canal, just

exactly the width of a skim net. Then,

early one morning, they are skimmed

out of the canal, loaded into tanks, and

transported to one of the many bay areas

Sea Center services.

This procedure is repeated again and

again until the Gulf stocking goals are

reached. Last year a new record was set

in this area - some 36 million red

drum fingerlings were stocked into the

coastal waters.

Success
So how successful are these programs?

Does all this money and effort really

translate into healthier, sustainable

ecosystems for the fish in our coastal

bays? As Vega relates, determining this is

not an easy thing to do. "The main

problem is that when you release fish

into a bay system they become very hard

to track. We're talking about trying to

find a fish that is an inch and half long

in a bay system that can be 10 miles in

diameter."

At the moment there is no one perfect

method for tracking the stocked fish. So

many different methods are used -

some high-tech, some low-tech - to

give a good estimate as to how many fish

are surviving and making it into adult-

hood. One of the simpler methods

involves just going back out to the bay

and recapturing the fish at specific inter-

vals to monitor thei- growth.

Other, more high-tech methods

involve recognizing stocked fish by

detecting specific genes through DNA

testing, or marking :he stocked fish with

a substance that will glow under a UV

lamp. "By next Marzh," says Vega, "we

hope to be releasing small numbers of

radio-tagged fish."

And the numbers gathered by these

methods have shown that hatchery fish

survive in Texas bays. Some 20 percent

to 30 percent of the red drum caught in

Coastal Fisheries sampling research can

be attributed directly to stocking. This is

a number that all of the managers con-

sider a huge success.

And apparently the world thinks so,

also. When asked if the Texas restocking

effort is one of the best in the nation,

Vega responds firmly. "It's actually one of

the most successful in the whole world.

We are highly regarded around the world

for our stock enhancement work. We

have a lot of reasons for this, but it all

comes down to the support of our super-

visors, our volunteers and our sponsors.

We have been able to develop a trust

with the people of Texas. All that togeth-

er is why we've been so successful." *
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EE SNAKE was, in reality, onl" some six

fee: long. And [ was a gooc 20 yards

from its grasp, dhe sa-ety of a sturdy fish-

ir.g co:tage within leap behind me.

Frtherrrore, the only snakes of that siKe,

and :hat coloration, ir. that part ofYWood County are the
norvenomous Texas rat snake, Eiapt;e obsoteta lInd-
heimteri, and the rare LoLisiana pine snake, Pituophis

from one crepe myrtle to another. I expected my son,
then eight, to be similarly afflicted by the sighting of the
black-and-yellow reptile, swaying menacingly as it
rearranged its fearsome length on a branch near the

water's edge.

He wasn't.

Instead, he was excited about seeing the creature in its

native habitat, rather than at the zoo through a panel of

Our modest weekend place in East Texas has been more than a getaway. It has taught us

lessons about nature, and it has reminded us that living under the same roof does not a
family make, when everyone is going in a different direction.

rutoveni. Don't believe everything t-at you've read, I said
to myself- not even the herpetclog cal identification

guide that a friend provided as a housewarming present
when my family )ought our weekend cottage in East
Texas.

I'm a city girl, born and reared, ard I've :een opposed
to snakes since a ile, green numbe: fleetingly wrapped
itself around my 10-year-old neck decades ago, on its way

3 FE R U A R Y 20

glass. Seeing it in the woods also gave him bragging rights
over his guest, likewise a city boy.

That was my first of many lessons about the country.
You never know when one of those moments will drop
into your lap. In the five years that we've owned our

modest weekend place in East Texas, it has been moi

than a getaway or a chance for my husband to fish. It

taught us lessons about nature and ecoloy,, it has been

I

ave been frightened
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not only the youngest, but all three generations of

source of family-centered recreation, and it has reminded

Us :hat living under the same roof does not a family

make, when everyone is going in a different direction.

Our cottage is near Quitman ("birthplace of Sissy

Spacek," its welcoming billboard proclaims) on Lake

Lydia, a 103-acre private lake in Wood Courty. When we

bough: it, rry husband and I promised each other that

we wo ild drive out from Dallas every other weekend,

without fail, to justify taking on a second mortgage.

Sometimes we got a late start, waiting until water Saturday

morning soccer games to make the 100-mile drive, but

we've adhered to the rule pretty well.

Weekends in the country have made our family slow

down and savor the small things, a gift that has benefited

38 FEBRUARY 2000

necessities for my family of dolls.

Instead of attending to basic physical needs, however,

I've a harder job: enticing my adolescent son to spend

time with us. Going to the zoo or a museum no longer

holds much cachet, but the strange, foreign realm of the

country can sometimes stop him in his tracks.

His grandmother taught him to tie a tidbit of bacon

fat to a string for luring a huge crawdad out of its mud

chimney. We experimented with natural materials to dN

Easter eggs, including onion skins, berries, lichens, aquo

ic plants and bark. He helped in our project to reintro-

duce wood ducks to the lake by painting a nesting box

with stains that he concocted from earthen pigment

process borrowed from Native Americans. His hovi

F

z

my family. My 90-year-old mother would be indig-
nant if she and her canine companion were not

part of the Ma and Pa Kettle diorama that is our

Chevy Blazer: three dogs, various boys, three

adults, assorted BMX bikes, fishing gear and an

ice chest with groceries. We stash a permanent

supply of clothing, first aid - for my husband's

ill-conceived mountain-man exploits - and poi-

son ivy, chigger, mosquito and tick deterrents in

the cottage.

I always marvel at how quickly the week's

stress and tension dissolve once the car is

unloaded and we begin our rounds. My hus-

band heads off to the boathouse to wrestle with

. .his nemesis, a rebuilt boat motor, while I refill

birdfeeders and check for signs of habitation at

the bluebird and wood duck boxes and martin

apartment house. My mother picks her way

slowly, arthritically, over the property, gather-

ing kindling for the woodstove, whether it is

June or January. With a slam of the door, my

son is off on some adolescent pursuit that

invariably involves a dust bath in red dirt or

wrapping himself in skeins of poison ivy

roots. He won't return until dark.

The country does a number on him, too.

Just two hours earlier he might have been

whining about how there would be noth-

ing to do.

It's amazing how many diversions the

countryside offers. These getaway weekends
hone my resourcefulness in ways that never

present themselves in the city. It reminds

me of my childhood, when I pretended to

be a pioneer woman providing the basic

Weekends in the country have made our family slow down and savor the small things,

a gift that has benefited not only the youngest, but all three generations of my family.
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sweetness still sometimes breaks

through when he brings home a silky

egret feather or a turtle shell for his

mother's natural history collections.

At the country house, there is no

television, no video games, no

skateparks, no movie theaters, no

shopping malls, no ready-made

gang of neighborhood boys. Most

of Lake Lydia's fulltime residents

- about half the 50-year-old com-

munity's population - are

retirees. There is one boy roughly

my son's age who lives year-round

at the lake. Luckily, they like each

other.

But it's easy to import a boy or

two for the weekend. And where

Where my sor, tends to take the pleasures of the country for granted, his guests,

impressed by the hawks nesting on the property coyotes yipping at night and a

dark sky full of stars, make him appreciate the rural setting anew

my son tends to take the pleasures of the country for

granted, his guests, irr:-ressed oy the hawks nesting on

the property, coyotes yipping at night and a dark sky

ful of stars, make hirr appreciate the rural setting

anew.
We've seen meteor showers, moon eclipses and a

great-horned owl, which glided soundlessly from tree

to tree, leaving awestruck humans in its wake. We've

watched a winteting osprey dive, and we've been

scared out of our vwi:s by a beaver, unseen in the

deepening dusk, that thwacked its tail on the water

at the intrusion of oir kayak. We've encountered

opperheads and watet moccasins several times, out

have called the sheriff only once to look for children

who lost their way _n :he darkening woods. (The

_ dds eventually fo-rd their way home, but by then

the sheriff was needed to extricate an urban dad

who'd gone in afre: them.)

We chose Woor CoCnry because that's where

the Blackland Prairie begins to gently roll. It is

graced with tdl p.aes that sough in the wind and

hardwoods tha: auturrn sets ablaze. Furthermore,

East Texas has a peculiar real-estate arrangement

whereby sore -akes are developed and owned by

corporations. Consumers may buy the improve-

ments and shares in the owning corporation but

do not owr t-e land on which their houses sit.

Without land factored into the pricing, a 50-

year-old, one-bedroom fishing cottage with

window ait conditioning units and a wood-

stove costs much less than a top-of-the-line
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bass boat. Sarprisingly, the lack cf amenities doesn't ham-

per our enjoyment of the place. In a way, it's liberating.

Forced hours in the country have brought us closer

together as a family Any pop psychology paperback on

unde-stancing teens will tell you that as a child approach-

es adolesce:.ce, ne begins to pull away frcm his parents.
-t's a normal transition on the way to independence, a

healthy ste- a pa-ent should wart her cffspring to experi-

er ce. Their days absorb activities like a sponge and,

before you mnow it their brains Become accustomed to

:he assault. They are revved up and in need of constant

fetches it back a second time, it's almost warm enough for

humans. By May, tie boys are racing from dock to dock,

getting in shape for their swim ream.

June brings afternoons in the hanmock: July, Le
homespun flotilla of crepe-papered boats, a community

potluck supper and legal fireworks. With fall, the sweett
smell of woodsmoke curls again from our chimney And

whihe I find the "dead of winter" entirely appropriate lan-

guage for Dallas, at Lake Lydia the landscape is bri Ft

with cardinals, goldfinches, chickacees, titmice an`

woodpeckers.

WFe've seen meteor showers, moon eclipses and a great-horned owl, which glided soundlessly

from tree to tree, leaving awestruck humans in its wake. We've watched a wintering osprey

dive, and we've been scared out of our wits by a beaver. unseen in the deepening dusk.

stmulatioi un-il they drop into bed from exhaustion.

They have too many demands upon the r time - and

they like life tha: way.
In East Texas, we mark the passage cf seasons as much

by taking :ues from nature as from a calendar. We clean

out the pc-ple martins' apartment by Valentine's Day, ir,

hopes that a scoaut will take a shine to our address. In

March, the dogwood trees envelop the community in a

could of wh te sprigged with lilac redbud blooms. We test

the temperature of the lake water in April by heaving a

scick out to the riddle of our inlet. If the Weimaraner

Spending time in the country has been an urexpected

gift to my family. We thought when we bought the Lake

Lycia property that we were invest-ng in an enter:ain-

meat venue. Little did I imagine that the country would

provide rme with mechanisms for keeping the lines cf

communication open with my son, one o- the most diffi-

cul: challenges of parenthood.

More than the lessons in ecology, tolerance, natural his-

tory and self-reliance, Lake Lydia has given us a place to

be a family, fostering a closeness th-at time 
and di.aice

Will not dilute. *
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WILD SWINE POPULATIONS are booming in Texas. Experts estimate

that one million feral hogs roam Texas today, enough to make them the

second most plentiful big game animals, after deer. From the thick cactus

and mesquites of South Texas to the pines of East Texas, the river bottoms

and rolling terrain of North Texas and the Panhandle, and even into parts

of the desert mountains of the Trans-Pecos, wild hogs are to be found in

every part of Texas.

Reproductive ability is one reason for their rapidly expanding range.

According to Texas Parks and Wildlife biologist Calvin Richardson of

Midland, feral hog sows have as many as two litters per year, with four to 10

piglets born in each litter. Habits such as rooting up crops, eating expensive

winter cattle feed and even occasionally killing newborn fawns, young lambs

and kid goats make them unpopular among farmers and ranchers.

#' (

Feral hogs are prolific, with sows producing up to two litters a year

with as many as io young in each litter. Boars have continuously

growing tusks that can be sharp. Hunting feral hogs with dogs can

be exciting but risky, if the dog tangles with an angry boar.

WILD OR FERAL

HOGS are not

native to Texas.

Early Spanish explorers proba-

bly were the first to introduce

hogs here, about 300 years

ago. As colonists became more

numerous, hog numbers

increased. They provided meat

and lard. During the fight for

Texas independence, as people

fled for safety into the United

States and Mexico, many

hogs escaped or were released.

In the 1930s, European

wild hogs, or "Russian

boars," were introduced into

Texas by ranchers and sports-

men. Many escaped and

began free-ranging and breed-

ing with feral hogs. Today's

Texas hogs, members of the

family Suidae, include the

European wild hog, feral hogs

and European-feral cross-

breeds. After generations in

the brush, these hogs take on

the behavior of wild hogs.

Hogs of the Russian strain

have long snouts and large

heads that taper to narrow

back ends. Other varieties

have floppy ears and mark-

ings that appear like those of

P1,
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domestic pigs. Combinations

of these characteristics are also

common. Coat coloration can

be black, brown, g:ay, red,

white, spotted and combina-

tions of these. Most 1:terature

on feral hogs lists the:r size at

maturity as about three feet

high, with a weight o about

300 pounds, but I've witnessed

the weighing of one cld, gray

baar that bottomec-out a

scale's 350-pound maximum

Most hog hunters consider

old boars to be the true tro-

p:.ies. Boars are usually loners,

traveLng alone except fcr when

they find a sow in heat. Their

solitary nature makes hunting

them a chalenge.

A boar has four continually

growing tusks tha: :an be

extremely sharp and may reach

f_-e inches >efore they are bro-
ken or worn from use Old

boars also develop a thick layer

of car-ilage and scar tissue on

their front shoulders and neck from

c-ntirual fighting with other hogs

T:.is feature, more pronounced on

boars, is usually referred to as :heir

"s:.ield." For clean kills, broadside

quartering shots behind the tick

shoulcer are best.

HUNTING STRATEGIES
FOR WILD HOGS

he-e are many different ways t

about bagging wild pork. Begin by

N- v~ k

J

scouting for signs in likely areas, sach a thre r

as thick vegetation near creeks or latoa
old rivers. Signs include watowing, root-

r ing, rubs, crossings, trails and drop-

and pings. Wallows are found in muddy

areas and are made where hogs root

and roll in the mud. Rubs are mace

wnen hogs scratch or rub themselves

on tree trunks. telephone poles and

fence posts, leaving mud and hair

go clinging. The height of a rub often

indicates the size of a hog. Rooting is

11

Fighting between boars is

common, and older animals

often have a thick layer of scar

tissue on t&e shoulders and

neck. T: finI a place to hunt,
look for hog wallows such as

the one at left.

easily recognizable because

it lccks as if the soil has

been plowed. Most often,

rooting takes place over a

large area, and some root-

ing holes can be as much

as three feet deep. A nog track is simi-

lar to a deer track, excep: the toes are

more rounded and wider in compari-

son to length. Droppings appear very

much like that of a small calf, being

dropped in several small piles. Hogs

are most active after dark, but also will

feed during the early mo-ning and late

afternoon hours.

Once you've cetermined where hogs
are spending their time, decide on an

effective hunting technique. Pursuing

TEXAS PARKs & WILDLIFE
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Another way hunters can find hogs is to

look for areas where they have rooted,

above. Hogs car be found around deer

feeders, and some people build hog
feeders to attract the animals.

hogs with well-trained hounds is ene

exciting and adventurous methoc but

not for every hunter. The basic icea is

to take the dogs to a known hog

"hangout" and cut a fresh track c: spot

a hog and then turn the dogs loose. In

a perfect scenario the hog is purs.ied

until it is "bayed" and stops runr..ng.

At this point the hunter can close in

and take his shot.

However, an old boar with a nasty

temper would rather fight than run. It

is not uncommon for the dogs to get

cut by a hog's tusks and even be killed

in a run-in with an irate boar.

Spot-and-stalk hunting near river

bottoms and agricultural areas is

another effective way to bag a pc:ker.

Strong 10-power binoculars, a vari-

able-powered spotting scope and a

small tripod go with me on all my hog

hunts.
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Hogs seldom are far from the thick

vegetation near a muddy creek or river

bottom. When you find a thickly

wooded creek or river bot:om near

fields of winter wheat or peanuts, you

have fourd a possible hotspot. When

stalking into a group of hogs in this

type oFsi:uation. pay close attention to

the winc. While a hog's eyesight is rel-

atively pcor, their sense of smell is

excellent.

Ar other :echnique for pursu ,g

Texas hogs is by hunting over bai:.

Fera: nogs are omnivorous. Thei: pre-

ferred fare includes grasses, Forbs,

roots, acorns, insects, snails, eggs, live

mammals and birds, as well as :arrion.

Wild hogs also are fond of crops like

corn, milo, rice, soybeans, potaroes,

waterne.ons and cantaloupes. Corn

feeders and even table scraps are very

pro uctive for attracting hungry nogs.
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Corn or milo, soured in water and

then buried underground, alsc is a

good bait.

THE HUNT
I recently made an exciting hunt for

wild pork in the middle of March.
One of my hunting partners called to

report that he had seen several big

hogs while scouting a North Texas

ranch for turkey season. Several days

ater I was on my way to one of my

>est hog hunting days ever.

The morning hunt started out

Cool with a brisk north wind. I was

perched in a 10-foot-tall tripod

stand to give me a commanding

view of the surrounding mesquites

and a nearly wheat field. The plan

was to scan the landscape at firs:-

light with strong binoculars and, if I

located a s-titable target, to climb

down and execute a stalk into the

wind.

A big "calico"-colored boar had

been spotted in this area the previ-

ous evening. About 30 minutes after

the sun came up and warmed my

shivering body I saw him, slowly

moving through the mesquites en

route to a corn feeder located about

a half mile from the wheat field. I

started the stalk. The 20-mile-per-

hour north wind teared my eyes and

made my teeth chatter as I crawled

iito the wind toward the feeding

Fog. Whenever the boar turned his

lody to feed I would scurry forward

a few more steps. Finally, I was

crouched behind a short mesquite

tree with nothing but 25 yards of

an{le-high brown grass separating me

from my target.

Several times the fat hog lifted his

head and stared in my direction, but

with the cold wind blowing into my

face he never picked me out. I eased my

60-pound bow to full draw and waited

for :he brown blob to turn broadside.

When he did, I released the arrow,

sending a two-bladed broadhead

g y.

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE

through his heart. The arrow had hit

lower and farther forward than I had

wanted it to, but the results were

deadly. He ran only 75 yards before

he tumped over. The big boar tipped

the scales at 300 pounds before field

dressing.

Later that same morning we

moved to an area that my buddy

wanted to scout for turkeys. The area

consisted of a long, narrow creek

with muddy banks, a few open

mesquite trees and an occasional

towering oak. Earlier in the year

quail hunters had complained of see-

ing lots of wild hogs in the area. It

sounded great to me! The terrain was

ideal habitat for both hogs and Rio

Grande gobblers. After driving up to

the edge of a small pond to investigate

for turkey tracks we spotted a black hog

on the opposite side of the pond.

I grabbed my quiver and bow and

raced through the brush to intercept

the lone boar. After I closed the dis-

tance to 50 yards the hog walked up a

rocky bluff near the edge of the pond.

He walked parallel to me and about 10

feet higher than me on the rocky

ledge.

I noticed a small opening in the

thorn bushes ahead of him, in the

direction that he was walking. I tip-

toed to the spot and waited. Less than

a minute later he walked into the small

opening and stopped to scratch an

itch. It was all the invitation I needed

to drop the string. The arrow penetrat-

ed to the bright fletching and the hog

turned to face the direction that the

arrow had come from. For a moment

the hog stared at me from less than 20

yards. Just when I thought he was

going to come down the ledge towards

me he turned away and charged

through the thick thorn bushes. Two

hundred yards down the trail I found

the black boar, slightly smaller than

the first. I had cleanly taken two

boars with archery gear and it wasn't

even lunch time yet. It was quite a

morning. *

BRANDON RAY is afreelance writer,

photographer, and artist who lives in the

Panhandle.
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A VISIT TO BLACK GAP WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT AREA in southern Brewster
County is not for the faint of heart. In some years,

several hundred people wil1 journey into this roiky

corner of what the Spaniards called la tierra aescon,-

cida, the unknown country.

The name, Black Gap, refers to a natural cleft in a

long, high, dark-colored basalt ridge created 5C mil-

lion years ago when huge amounts of lava blasted to

the surface along fractures in a volcanic zone that

stretched from the Big Bend of the Rio Grande to

New Mexico. Black Gap offers no running water

(other than 25 miles of the Rio Grande) or sanitarv

facilities, and the unpaved roads are, as the old say-

ing goes, more hole-y than righteous. Cell phones

are worthless there; closest coverage begins abcut 40
miles north of area Keacquarters, near Maratlher.

0

T -he reward, fcr rie :e who come, is a Wild West cxperience

t_nsurpassed in Texas, witr cathedral-lik- mountains, she :liffs,

rare plants and arimals, and lots of solitude. It's possible to trav-

e Flack Gap all day w _hout enccuntering anot-er soul. Conces sns to

human comfor: takce a _ack seat to the needs of he plants and L-rmals

tha: live sere, consistent with the mission ofTPW's wildlife manage
ment areas. De.sert b-g horn steep, desert mule deer, peregrine falcons

and black bears are EPack Gap's highest-profile i-zhabitants.Z

Established in 194=., the- "Gap" hosts research and development:

T EXAS PARKcS & WILD LIFE
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work decicated to the conservation

and restoration of all the region's

indigenous wildlife species. It has

established populations of javelina,

mourning dove, scaled quail and Fas-

cinating p-ants like tie candelilla,

guayule ar.- resurrection plant.

Most cays, the human population

of this spraw lng, roughly 106,000-
acre WMA just east of Big Bend

National Park consists of eight or 10

hardy soals who come to hunt (in

season), 'ish or float the Rio Grande,

watch birds or ethe: wildlife, ride

horses, mour.:ain bike, explore, or

just drink _r the dramatic, desolate

Chihuahuas Desert scenery. Three

TPW employees live on site, but are

seldom foLrd in its office; visitors

normally check in and out on the

honor system.

Maravillas Canyon Trail, the most

popular and human-friendly trail in

Black Gap, runs 18 miles from the

WMA's seadquarte:s down to the

Rio Grande. It is fairly smooth and

well-grade.:, with short, graceful,

mostly ruc-ile-f-ee dips and ascents,

allowing drivers and cyclists to enjoy

the views insteac of eagle-eyeing the

trail ahead. The vistas really unfold

about five miles from zeadqua-ters,

when :e trail makes a ha:r right to

follow Varavillas Canyon gown to

:he river. Maravillas is Spanish for

'marvels "

The area's first Arnglo ranchers

round several waterho es along the

canyon. These watering spots soon

dried ap as thirsty herds o-domestc

cattle crank all they could. So the

ranche-s drilled wells and cut ap :he

windmiHis still standing along :he

Maravillas Canyon Trail. Despite th:

cessatior of ranching, Maravilas

Canyo-'s waterholes have rexer
returned. To compensate, :ve: the

years T2W staff has implemented a

variety ef low-cost, low-maintenan ;e

water collection methods to ensure

permanent sources of water fir

wildlife: carving out ea-th -anks,

placing header dams across ravines

and bL lding guzzlers to catch wriar

they ca- of the region's scant eig-it-

to 10-inch anral rainfall. Mach cf
this raIn comes on a coup e of late-

spring afternoons in short, explosive

deluges, at rates of two inches an

ho:r or more, sometimes accompa-

nied by golf ball-size -,ail. The runoff
from these storms soc covers thou-

sands of acres of the desert floor, like

a shallow sea rasping toward the Ri

Grance. As the clouds c-ear, rain-

bows arch across the sky and the air

fds with the antiseptic perfume of

the ubiquitous creosote bush. whos:

leaves are still Lsed in Mexico to

c-eanse wounds, cure stomach aches

asL k_ll germs.

The Maravillas Canyon Trail ends

a: thick stands of tall cane and the

RiG Crande. Caryons rise and fall

along the Big bend of the Rio
Grande, and by Maravillas Canyon

:me river is easi-y wadeable. On the

Texas site, a narrow trail turns nortr

r om the moutn of Maravillas

Canyon_, providing access to a string
of 23 fish camps (consisting of a
reefed shelter and a f re ring) that

dct the Rio Grance's narrow, sandy
beaches for the r.ext 2C miles.

Phe beach sar_ds in this lowlands

area, known as Las Vegas de los

Ladrones, or Outlaw Flats, are frecl-
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led with colorful, river-polished peb-

bles and rocks: cinnabar red and pink,

copper brown, obsidian black, milky

quartz, malachite green, lava gray,

fool's gold, and most shades in

between, reflecting the geologic diver-

sity of the lands draining into the Rio

Grande. Perhaps there's a flake or two

of gold as well, for this is the land of

the fabled gold mine described by J.
Frank Dobie in Coronado's Children.

Catfish and carp are the fisher's fare.

The best times for most types of

nature watching are during the early

morning and twilight hours, either at

the river or near one of the area's

tanks or guzzlers. (A guzzler is a cis-

tern adaptation in which a rainwater

catchment apron, made of large sheets

of galvanized metal resting on low

posts driven into the ground, feeds

rainwater to a storage tank, which dis-

penses water to a float-operated

drinking trough.) One of the easiest

Visitors to Black Gap WMA enjoy classic

Chihuahuan Desert scenery. Peregrine

falcons and desert bighorn sheep are

present but can be hard to spot, unlike

the ubiquitous roadrunner. On

previous page is a view from Black Gap

looking across the Rio Grande

Mexican town of La Linda.

tanks to access is Dell Tank, located

right next to the Maravillas Canyon

Trail about four miles from headquar-

ters, and accessible all year. Other

good ones are Bee Cave Tank and

Guzzler (a little over a mile northwest

of headquarters, near campsite 4),

Lavern Tank (in the west part of

Black Gap, near campsite 29), and

several unnamed water tanks along

the boundary with Big Bend National

Park, above campsite 28.

One of the Southwest's most mag-

nificent big game animals, the elusive

desert bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis,

inhabits rough, rocky, mountainous

terrain. As little as 100 years ago, they

roamed throughout the mountains of

the Trans-Pecos, but the encroach-

ment of ranchers and their domestic

sheep led to extirpation of the native

bighorn population by the 1950s.
Efforts to reintroduce bighorns in

Texas began in 1957.

Bighorn sheep prefer bluffs and

steep slopes with sparse vegetation

and an unobstructed view. They

spend hot days in the shade of cliffs

and trees, descend at twilight, and

browse through the night into early

morning. Trans-Pecos menu staples

include sotol, ocotillo, mountain

mahogany, Mexican tea, trumpet

flower, mock orange, wild onions and

penstemon. The sheep especially prize

the juicy fruits of yucca, prickly pear

and pitaya cactus. Billy Pat

McKinney, a wildlife technician who

lives on site and works with the sheep

restoration program, notes that the

sheep use their hoofs and horns to dig

up and knock the spines off the

prickly pear and barrel cactus fruits

and flesh.
Bighorns need relatively little water

for survival, satisfying much of their

needs from the green and succulent

vegetation on which they feed.

During the hottest months of sum-

mer, ewes and lambs generally come

to water sources daily. But the rams

sometimes do not come to water for

several days at a time. They may stray

20 miles away from a water hole

before doubling back for another

drink. But when rams drink, they fill

up, guzzling up to four gallons of

water at each visit, while a ewe drinks

approximately one gallon.

The chances of seeing some of the

sheep that inhabit Black Gap are best

(though slim) near the Maravillas

Guzzler or Walker Mill, from a con-

cealed downwind position. With their

acute eyesight, the cautious bighorns

can detect humans from long dis-

tances and will quickly move to safety.

The "Birds of Black Gap" checklist
includes more than 250 species, but

the highest profile bird is the pere-

grine falcon, Falco peregrinus. One of

the fastest of all birds, with a dive

speed clocked at 209 miles per hour,

peregrines also can fly long distances,

at a steady 60 miles per hour in level

flight. Populations of the endangered

peregrine falcon are increasing in

some other states, notes Bonnie

McKinney, endangered resource spe-
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cialist for the Trans-Pecos, but the

falcons' success in the Trans-Pecos

has not been stunning. No one

knows why. TLe Big Bend region

along the Rio Grande seems to be

ideal habitat, with water and ample

food. Peregrine falcons hunt other

birds, including blackbirds, jays,
swifts, doves, shorebirds and song-

birds. And there are miles of high,
sheer cliffs tha: the falcons prefer for

nesting, rising like the walls of

medieval castles.

The best way to see the falcons in

action is to drift down the river in a

small boat. Visitors may put in at

Guzzlers, below, catch rainfall and a

good spots to watch for wildlife in the

early morning and twilight hours.

Visitors may launch boats at the fish

camps along the Rio Grande. Driftir

down the river in a small boat is a goof

way to look for peregrines. Among the
interesting desert plants at the WMA

are candelilla, yucca and cenizo.

almost any of the fish camps, or at

the privately owned Heath Canyon

property at the end of RM 2627, just

before the La Linda international

bridge.
The waxy candelilla, Euphorbia

antisyphilitica, and the rubbery

guayule, Parthenium argentatum, are
two of Black Gap's most interesting

native plants. Once very common,

both were harvested to near extinc-

tion here and elsewhere in the Big
Bend during the first half of this cen-

tury, to make chewing gum, shoe

polish, lip balm, electrical insulation

and phonograph records. Growing in

clumps, like long, gray/green pencils,

candelilla is well-adapted to this very

marginal environment. Its reed-like

stems are coated with a wax that

minimizes evaporation of the plant's

internal moisture. After rendering,

the refined wax is water-resistant and

at once very hard and malleable.

Native people made candles with the

wax and used candelilla solutions to

treat venereal diseases.

Guayule, or the Mexican rubber

plant, is a knee-high shrub whose

bark is a source of rubber and latex.

Guayule rubber has been used since

the 1900s to make tires and other

rubber products, while the latex has

been used to make gloves, condoms,

surgical balloons, catheters, and tub-

ing. Guayule latex is valuable because

people with allergies to traditional

___U ___________________________________________
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latex items (made with latex from the

Brazil-an -uboer tree) are not allergic

to guoyule la-ex.

From March- 1 through August 31,

visitors are restricted to the 20-mile

Maravillas Canyon Trail. Rugged,

scenic Horse Canyon Trail (which

also leads to :ie Rio Grande) is also

normally open all year. but can be

closed for sucli things as testing

peregrine falcons or washours. The

entire WMA is closed November 28-

December 14. December 26-29, and

January 22-2-, except to hunters

with a special permit.

Desert bighorn sheep restoration

projects F ave _ndefinitely closed the

territory rorth of Maravi las Canyon,

as well as Frog Canyon, on the area's

southern edge. A black bear study has

closed the Rainbow Tark area to che

west.

Visitors to Black Gap should come

adequately prepa-ed with food

reserves, first-aid kits, and plenty of

water. En-ry is limited to licensed

hunters, fishers and holders of limit-

ed permits and S lver or Gold

Conservation Passports. These per-

Mits must be purchased ahead of

t_me. Horses run free throughout the

area, but equestrians are limited to an

approximately 12-mile stretch of :he

Maravillas Canyon Trai_. Bicyclists

may ride all offical trai s that are not

closed to :he public.

While the Maravillas Canyon Trail

that leads down to the Rio Grande _s

eas ly driven by pickups anc cars

with adequate clearance, the Horse

Canyon Trail down .o the river

requires four-wheel drxve, high-clear-

ance vehicle.; The wildest trail of aL

links the Maravillas Canyon and

Horse Caayon trails surmonnt_ng a

high ridge along the way. The expan-

sive view -rom the ridge top is just

reward for the treacherously rubbled

trip up and down it, a loose-rock

challenge for hikers, mountainn bikers,
or four-wzee ers. On y the experi-

enced should play here. *
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& LEGACY

7 wild
TURKEYS

BY SUZANNE WINCELERAnine-year-old of my
acquaintance tells me

that her mother, in the

early morning haste to

get afield, has been

known to stalk the family's

Thanksgiving wild turkey in her bed-
room slippers. A wildlife artist remem-

bers in minute detail her first wild

turkey nest, a crocheted mat of grasses

in the thorny en-brace of a prickly pear

in which 10 eggs lay snug on a bed of
soft brown feathers. A Texas Parks and

Wildlife biologist confides that spring-
time turkey hunting, which involves a

and nattering in what can only be

described as a mournful way, presum-

ably for the pile of feathers beneath

them that was a former and recently

dispatched comrade.

Something else is dreamlike about

turkeys. As with many reveries assessed

upon wakening, turkeys are ridiculously

implausible. Nonetheless, the sum of

their mismatched parts adds up some-

how to beauty. Both sexes, gobbler and

hen, have naked, wrinkled, warty heads,

spindly necks attached to portly bodies,

and scaly, gangly legs. But they comport

themselves, to borrow a line from the

yet fly with stealth and grace.

As is typical of most male birds, the

tom or gobbler is the more brilliant of

the genders. The etched feathers of his

plumage glisten topaz, emerald, garnet,

turquoise. When courting females. ze

struts, puffs out his feathers, fans his

tail, and makes a ruckus of vocalizations

for which the term "gobbling" is a faint

description. By contrast, the sub-le, dis-

cerning, quietly clucking hen is a study

in browns, raiment designed to blend

with her shadowy palace haunts.

Whether glimpsed by accident, o-

seen well and often, wild turkeys tend

They are regal. They walk in the woods with the
rhythmic lurch of royalty bearing heavy robes.

lot of rambling over hill and dale, serves

as his annual weight-loss program. A

statistician and birder maintains that no

turkey watching in Texas is complete

without an evening spent on the

Canadian River, where at last light hun-

dreds of wild turkeys stream in to roost

in the streamside cottonwoods.

My own turkey-watching memories

are akin to dreams. From a blur of 30-

year-old memories, I can still see a gob-

bler gliding silently across a cedar brake

in the Hill Cour try. Nor am I likely to

forget a treetop chorus of hens, mewing

poet E. A. Robinson, "as one by kings

accredited."

They are regal. They walk in the

woods with the rhythmic lurch of royal-

ty bearing heavy robes. The statistician-

birder cited above recalls a single tom

on the Kenedy Ranch in South Texas

"slowly loping across the dunes border-

ing the Gulf of Mexico," and he adds,

"The sight of a turkey attempting, quite

successfully, to cross the shifting sands is

a vision I will never forget." And then

there is the puzzlement of aerodynam-

ics. Turkeys look positively earthbound,

to make lasting impressions and, in

Texas, perhaps the most propitious state

in the nation for turkey watching, peo-

ple seem to especially cherish the visions

and memories they hold of these lively,

quirky birds.
Texas has the largest wild turkey pop-

ulation in the world. Three circum-

stances account for this good forter_e.

The breadth of Texas provides an array

of habitats - from the pine-oak f,:ests

of the Big Thicket to the semiarid

mountains of the Trans-Pecos - capa-

ble of supporting three of the five sub-
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species of Meleagris gallpavo in North

Amerrtca. One of these subspecies, the

Ric Grande wild turkey, M g. interme-

dia. rever suffered the drastic declines,

caused by loss cf hao-tat and overhunt-

ing, tmat its closest kin experienced.

And, lastly, Texas has a long tradition of

takng care of its turkeys.

The eastern wild :urkey, M. g. sil-

veszis, is a bird of the forest. The turkey

of ou: pilgrim lore, it extends from -he

Atlantic coast to the middle of the con-

tinen:, where the forests play out. By

the early 20th century, the eastern wild

turkey was on the brink of extinction

because of the felling of forests, unregu-

lated hunting and the burgeoning of

fera hogs, whica compete with turkeys

for acorns, beecanurs anc other forest

foci. [n the pine-oak woodlands of East

Texas, on the western edge >f its range,

siluest'is had slipped t> fewer than 100

individuals by the 1 940s. After World

War II, state agencies began reintrocuc-

tion programs, which have Drought the

eastern wild turkey back to sustainable

populations numbering roughly 3 mil-

lior birds. In East Texas, :he greatest

numbers are found _r the Sabine and

Angelina National Forests.

Merriam's wild turkey. M g.

mer-iami, is a bird cfwes:etn moun-

tains. In Texas it was apparently native

only in the Guadalupe Mountains,

where it was hunted oLt by the turn of

the century.

In :he b:g micdle of Texas, between

the mountain islands of merriani and

the dark forests of:ilvestris, lies the

stronghold of the Rio Grande turkey,

the subspecies :hat puts Texas on the

MeLeagris map. From the High Plains of

the Panhandle, across thte Edwards

Plateau, down thrcugh the sprawling

South Texas Brush Country, the Rio

Grande turkey reigns supreme. When

bird watchers and hunters tell turkey

stories, they are most li-ely discussing

encounters witn intermedia

As the world's best refuge for Rig

Grande turkeys, Texas is, not su-prising-

ly, a sanctuary -or intermedra watchers,

hunters, and photographers (often one

in the same person), and springtime is

when they can match wits with these

wilt, four-foot-tall, 20-pound birds.

While turkey hunting is a rite or'

auta--n, especially for those who wish

to eat a wild Metagris for Thar ksgiving,

it does not require the same degree of

skill and patience that the springtime

pursuit of turkeys requires. This is a

simple matter of biology. In the fail,

wita the rigors and responsibili:-es of

courtship and rearing of young behind

them. tom.; and nens are less wary. Fall

hunters often take wild turkeys with

rifles _ncidentally to hunting deer.

In spring, the wild turkey imperative

is to mate and prcduce offspring. The

toms are preoccupied with attracting

hens. The hens are :cyly assessing the

toms At this seasor, the challenge of

the hunter or watcher is to skillfully and

discreetly insert himself or herself into

this courtship tableau. One can wait

patiently, or one can _ure a tom by

miraicking the calls of the hens.

As Texas Parks and Wildlife biologist

Joln Birk explains the springtime hunt,

"It is not so much about marksmanship

as it is about callir g tae tom in close.'

There is a growing industryy of turkey-

call manufacturers and tutors to teach

people how to make :he requisite her

sound. which incide an array of

cuck , kee-kees, pu t:, yelps and purrs.

The calling apparatus - diaphragm

calls, wind calls, slate or wooden strik-

ers, bc, calls - are the equivalent of a

trout fisherman's Fand-tied lures.

A tc m that thinks he is courting a

hen is a sight to behold He is an explo-

siar o- energy, a sollogay of gobbling, a

fandango of feathers. Bob Warren, sec-

retary cf the Alamo Chapter of the

Texas Wild Turkey Federation and av-d

proponent of spring turkey hunting,

describes the experience of calling in a

tcn: ir_ this way: "It has all the thrills >f

elk hunting without the mountain

climbing and heavy lifting." *
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From Big Bend to the Big Thicket and the Red to the Rio Grande
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PANHANDLE- MARCH EVENTS

PLAINS March: Stargaz

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb. 5: Wildlife Call
Demonstration, San Angelo
SP, San Angelo, 9--5-949-4757.

Feb. 12: Dino Walk, San
Angelo SP, San Argelo, 915-
949-4757.
Feb. 19: Petrogl/ph Tour,
San Angelo SP, 915-949-4757.
Feb. 26: Stargazing Party,
San Angelo SP, San Angelo,
915-949-4757.

Feb. 26: Longhorn and
Buffalo Seminar, San Angelo
SP, San Angelo, 915-949-4757.
Feb. 26: Nature Hike, Palo
Duro Canyon SP, Canyon,
806488-2227.

ing, call for
dates and times, Palo Duro
Canyo-i SP Canyon, 806-488-
2227.

March: Storytelling, call for
dates and times, Palo Duro
Canyon SP Canyon, 806-488-
2227.

March 4: Dino Walk, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-4757.
March :.: Macey's Ridge
Hike, San Angelo SP, San
Angelo, 915-949-4757.

March 18: Longhorn and
Buffalo Seminar, San Angelo
SP, Sa-i Angelo, 915-949-4757.

March 25: Nature Hike,
Palo Euro Canyon SP, Canyon,
806-488-2227.

March 25: Petroglyph Tour,
San Angelo SP, San Angelo,
915-949-4757.

PRAIRIES
AND LAKES

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Kreische Brewery
Weekend Tour, every week-
end, Monument Hill/Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 409-
968-5658.
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Feb.: Historical Tour, every
Saturday and Sunday, Stephen
F. Austin SHP, San Felipe, 409-
885-3613.
Feb. 4, 11, 18, 25:
February Film Fest, Texas
Freshwater Fisheries Center,
Athens, 903-676-BASS.

Feb. 5, 12, 19, 26:
Fairfield Lake Bald Eagle Tour,
Fairfield Lake SP, Fairfield,
903-389-4514.

Feb. 5: Kids' Trout Fishing
Day, Rusk/Palestine SP, Rusk,
903-683-5126.

Feb. 6, 13: Kreische House
Tour, Monument Hill/Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange. 409-
968-5658.
Feb. 12: Stagecoach Rides,
Fanthorp Inn SHP, Anderson,
409-873-2633.

Feb. 26: Fly Fishing Fest,
Texas Freshwater Fisheries
Center, Athens, 903-676-BASS.

MARCH EVENTS

March: Kreische Brewery
Weekend Tour, every week-
end, Monument Hill/Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 409-
968-5658.

March: Historical Tour, every
Saturday and Sunday, Stephen
F. Austin SHP, San Felipe, 409-
885-3613.
March 4, 5: Texas
Independence Day
Celebration, Washington-on-
the-Brazos SHP, Washington,
409-878-2214.

March 4: Western Days
Barbecue Cook-off, Fort Parker
SP, Mexia, 254-562-5751.
March 5, 12: Kreische
House Tour, Monument
Hill/Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 409-968-5658.
March 11: Stagecoach



Rides, Fanthorp Inn SHP,
Anderson, 409-873-2633.

March 11: Build a Birdhouse,
Cooper Lake SP/Doctors Creek
Unit, Cooper, 903-395-3100.

March 18: Build a
Birdhouse, Cooper Lake
SP/South Sulphur Unit,
Sulphur Springs, 903-945-
5256.

March 25: Spring Swap
Meet, Texas Freshwater
Fisheries Center, Athens, 903-
676-BASS.

March 25: 2nd Annual
Colonial Texas Heritage
Festival, Stephen F. Austin
SHP, San Felipe, 409-885-
3613.

P1NEYWOODS
FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Bald Eagle Tour, call
for dates and times, Martin
Creek Lake SP, Tatum, 903-
836-4336.

Feb. 5: Birdhouse Day,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-
384-5231.

Feb. 13, 27: Walk on the
Wild Side, Martin Dies, Jr. SP,
Jasper, 409-384-5231.

Feb. 19: Guided Nature Trail
Hike, Village Creek SP,
Lumberton, 409-755-7322.

Feb. 19: Floating the Forks,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-
384-5231.

MARCH EVENTS

March 5, 12, 26: Walk on
the Wild Side Martin Dies, Jr.
SP, Jasper, 409-384-5231.

March 11, 25: Guided
Nature Trail Hike, Village Creek
SP, Lumberton, 409-755-7322.

March 11: Cowboy Campfire
Stories, Poetry and Songs,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-
384-5231.

March 12: Project WILD
Activities, Martin Dies, Jr. SP,
Jasper, 409-384-5231.

March 18: Alligator
Etiquette, Martin Dies, Jr. SP,
Jasper, 409-384-5231.

March 18: Floating the
Forks, Martin Dies, Jr. SP,
Jasper, 409-384-5231.

March 17, 24, 31:
Dogwood Railroad Excursions,
Texas State Railroad SHP,
Rusk, 1-800-442-8951.

March 25: Big Thicket
Tales, Unsolved Mysteries and
Ghost Stories, Martin Dies, Jr.
Jasper, SP, 409-384-5231-

March 25-26: Spring
Flower Show, Palestine
Council of Garden Clubs,
Palestine, 903-723-8876.

GULF COAST
FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Nature Programs, every
Saturday and Sunday, Brazos
Bend SP, Richmond, 409-553-
5101.

Feb.: Plantation house, barn
and grounds tours, Varner-
Hogg Plantation SH46 West
Columbia, 409-345-4656.

Feb. 5, 19: Whooping Crane
and Wildlife Bus Tour,
Matagorda Island SP, Port
O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Feb. 9, 21: Intracoastal
Whooping Crane Tour,
Matagorda Island SP, Port
O'Connor, 361-983-2215-

Feb. 19: Wild Boar Safari,
Fennessey Ranch, Refugio,
361-529-66oo.

Feb. 20: Beachcombing,
Matagorda Island SP, Port
O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

MARCH EVENTS
March: Nature Programs,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Brazos Bend SP, Richmond,
409-553-5101.

March: Plantation house,
barn and grounds tours,
Varner-Hogg Plantation SHP,
West Columbia, 409-345-
4656.

March 3: Intracoastal
Whooping Crane Tour,
Matagorda Island SP, Port
O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

March 4: Whooping Crane
and Wildlife Bus Tour,
Matagorda Island SP, Port
Oconnor, 361-983-2215.

March 4: Wild Boar Safari,
Fennessey Ranch, Refugio,
361-529-66oo.

March 5, 19, 23:

Beachcombing, Matagorda
Island SP, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

March 11: Spring Nature
Tour, Fennessey Ranch,
Refugio, 361-529-66oo.

March 12: Houston Area
Fords of the 50s Club 17th
Annual Old Car Picnic, San
Jacinto Battleground SHP, La
Porte, 281-479-2431.

March 18, 25: Spring
Migration Birding Count,
Fennessey Ranch, Refugio,
361-529-6600.

March 18: History of
Matagorda Island, Matagorda
Island SP, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

March 25: 7th Annual
Rivers, Lakes, Bays 'n' Bayous
Trash Bash, San Jacinto
Battleground SHP, LaPorte,
281-479-2431.

HILL
COUNTRY

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Birding Tours, call for
dates and times, X Bar Ranch,
off IH-1o near Sonora, 888-
853-2688.

Feb.: Gorman Falls Hike,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Feb.: Wild Cave Tours, every
Saturday and Sunday,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Feb. 4-5: Sam Bass
Treasure Hunt, Longhorn
Cavern State Park, Burnet,
512-756-468o.

Feb. 5: Birdhouse Day,
Lyndon B. Johnson SHP,
Stonewall, 830-644-2252.

Feb. 21: Austin Fly Fishers
meeting, 512-918-1832.

Feb. 26: Bird Banding semi-
nar, Kerrville-Schreiner State

Park, Kerrville, 830-257-5392.

MARCH EVENTS

March: Wild Cave Tours,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

March: Gorman Falls Hike,
every Saturday and Sunday,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

March: Birding Tours, call
for dates and times, X Bar
Ranch, off IH-1o near Sonora,
888-853-2688.

March: Spring Break at X
Bar Ranch, off IH-io near
Sonora, call for dates and
times, 888-853-2688.

March 4, 5: Quilt Show,
Lyndon B. Johnson SHP,
Stonewall, 830-644-2252.

March 11-12: Artisans
Festival, Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center, Austin, 512-
292-4200.

March 14: Stargazing,
Kerrville-Schreiner SP,
Kerrville, 830-257-5392.

March 18: Annual Living
History Day, Fort McKavett
SHP, Fort McKavett, 915-396-
2358.

March 18: Music by the
River, Kerrville-Schreiner SP,
Kerrville, 830-257-5392.

March 18: Cycles in Nature,
Kerrville-Schreiner SP,
Kerrville, 830-257-5392.

March 18-19, 25-26:
Introduction to Birdwatching,
Pedernales Falls SP, Johnson
City, 830-868-7304.

March 21: Austin Fly Fishers
meeting, 512-918-1832.

BIG BEND
COUNTRY

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Fate Bell Cave Dwelling
Tour, every Wednesday
through Sunday, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 915-
292-4464.
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Feb.: Rock Art Tour, every
weekend, Hueco Tanks SHP, El
Paso, 915-857-1135.

Feb. 4-6: Private Guide
Training, Barton Warnock
Environmental Education
Center, Lajitas, 915-424-3327.

Feb. 5, 12, 19, 26: White
Shaman Tour, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 915-
292-4464.

Feb. 5, 26: Presa Canyon
Tour, Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Feb. 5, 6, 19, 20: Guided
Weekend Hikes, Franklin
Mountains SP, El 'aso, 915-
566-6441.

Feb. 5: Bat Houses and Bird
Houses, Fort Leat>n SHP,
Presidio, 915-229-3613.

Feb. 12: Upper :anyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Feb. 18: A Stop Along the
Chihuahua Trail, Fort Leaton
SHP, Presidio, 91r-229-3613.

Feb. 19: Panther Cave Boat
Tour: Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

MARCH EVENTS

March: Bird Banding, call
for dates and times, Davis
Mountains SP, Fort Davis, 915-
426-3337.

March: Fate Bell Cave
Dwelling Tour, every
Wednesday through Sunday,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Langtry, 915-292-4464.

March: Rock Art Tour, every
weekend, Hueco Tanks SHP, El
Paso, 915-857-1135.

March 4, is, 18, 25:
White Shaman Tour, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Langtry, 915-292-
4464.

March 4, 5, 18, 19:
Guided Weekend Hikes,
Franklin Mountains SP, El
Paso, 915-566-6441.

March 11: Upper Canyon
Tour, Seminole Canyon SHP,
Langtry, 915-292-4464.

March 18, 19: The Nitty-
Gritty of Adobe, Fort Leaton
SHP, Presidio, 915-229-3613.

March 18: Panther Cave
Boat Tour, Seminole Canyon
SHP, Langtry, 915-292-4464.

March 18: Living History
Day, Fort McKavett SHP, Fort
McKavett, 915-396-2358.

March 25: Presa Canyon
Tour, Seminole Canyon SHP,
Langtry, 915-292-4464.

SOUTH
TEXAS
PLAINS

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: El Canelo Ranch Bus
Tour, every other Wednesday,
Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley SP,
Mission, 956-585-1107.

Feb.: Kiskadee Bus Tour,
every Tuesday and Friday,
Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley SP
Mission, 956-585-1107.

Feb. 5: 188os Wild West
Extravaganza, Presidio La
Bahia, Goliad, 361-645-3752.

MARCH EVENTS

March: El Canelo Ranch Bus
Tour, every other Wednesday,
Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley SP,
Mission, 956-585-1107.

March: Kiskadee Bus Tour,
every Tuesday and Friday,
Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley SP,
Mission, 956-585-1107.

March 18: Battle of Coleto
Creek Reenactment, Fannin
Battleground SHP, Goliad, 361-
645-2020.

March 21, 22, 23: Youth
Shooting Sports Event,
Chaparral WMA, Artesia Wells,
830-676-3413.
March 25-26: Goliad
Massacre Reenactment,
Presidio La Bahia, Goliad,
362-645-3752.

March 25: Spring turkey
season opens, 512-389-4505.

SP STATE PARK

SHP STATE HISTORICAL PARK

SNA STATE NATURAL AREA

WMA WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA

Bring a drained battery back to life
without opening your hood
The remarkable Auto Starter* eliminates the need for dangerous jumper cables and con
provide independent power for a variety of uses.

magine this... after a long flight home, you
arrive at the airport parking lot, get in your
car and turn the key and nothing happens.

Guess what? Your car battery's drained. It's
cold, dark and you're alone. Do you flag down a
stranger and hope he has jumper cables? Do
you walk back to the airport, phone a tow
truck and wait? No...you simply reach into your
glove box and take out your Auto Starter®. You
plug it into your car's cigarette lighter and, in a
matter of minutes, you're on your way.

A good start. Before Auto Starter, you either
had to call a tow truck or try to get a jump from
another vehicle. Tow trucks are slow to arrive
and very expensive. Jumper cables, even heavy-
duty ones, are dangerous and involve getting
under the hood. Plus, the-e has to be another car
around to provide the jump. Battery acid can
burn your skin and ruin your clothes. If the
cables are not connected correctly they can dam-
age your car's expensive electrical system or,
even worse, cause an explosion. With Auto
Starter, you don't need a jump-you don't even
have to open the hood. You simply plug the unit

into the cigarette lighter, wait a few minutes and
you're on your way. Leave the unit plugged in
for 30-120 minutes while driving and it
recharges automatically.

Portable power. Auto Starter has many other
uses. It's an independent 12V DC power supply
that can operate TVs, radios, cellular phones and
laptops. Almost any appliance that runs off of
an adapter can operate independently with
Auto Starter.

Auto Starter also makes it easier to work on
your car. Plug it in before you change the car
battery, and you won't have to reprogram your
car's clock, radio or alarm system. You wouldn't
think of driving around without a spare tire-
why not have a spare battery that fits right in
your glove box?
Try it risk-free. Considering the cost of a tow,
Auto Starter will pay for itself the first time you
have a problem. It is backed by a one-year man-
ufacturer's limited warranty and Comtrad's
exclusive risk-free home trial. If you are not fully
satisfied for any reason, return it within 30 days
for a full refund, "No Questions Asked."

Auto Starter@ ............ $49.95 $6 S&H
Buy two or more.............$39.95 each

Please mention promotional code 5804-17573.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966 A A

comtrad Industrie
2820 Waterford Lake Drive, Suite 102 Midlothian, vA 23112
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The Front Line of News and Views

TELEVISION
Look for These Stories
in the Coming Weeks:

Jan. 30 - Feb. 6:
Star gazing in the West

Texas desert; birding

along the Great Texas

Coastal Birding Trail;
how Houston's Clear

Creek is fast becoming

one of the last of the
bayous.

Feb. 6 -13:
Wildlife photography
secrets from Wyman
Meinzer; why

birdwatchers love the

hummingbird; hanging
out on cliffs.

Feb. 13 - 20:
A rainbow of Texas

wildflowers; an ancient

ceremony in a slightly

newer setting; the

critically endangered

Attwater's prairie

chicken, found only in

Texas.

Feb. 20 - 27:

Volunteers who make a

difference; the finer
points of stone-skipping;

transforming a playful

puppy into a champion

hunting dog.

"TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE"
Watch our Emmy Award-winning companion
television series on your local PBS affiliate.
All times p.m. unless otherwise noted.
In stereo where available.

See the fascinating hummingbirds of Texas
the week of February 6 -.13.

Amarillo: KACV, Ch. 2 / Sun. 4:00

Austin: KLRU, Ch. 18 / Mon. 12:00 / Sat. 8:oo

College Station: KAMU, Ch. 15 / Thurs. 7:00

Corpus Christi: KEDT, Ch. 16 / Thurs. 7:30 /
Fri. 11:30

Dallas/Fort Worth: KERA, Ch. 13 / Fri. 11:00
Also serving Abilene, Denton, Longview, Marshall, San Angelo,
Texarkana, Tyler, Wichita Falls, Sherman

El Paso: KCOS, Ch. 13 / Sun. 6:oo

Harlingen: KMBH, Ch. 60 / Sun. 12:30
Also serving McAllen, Mission

Houston: KUHT, Ch. 8 / Sun. 5:00
Also serving Beaumont/Port Arthur, Galveston,
Texas City, Victoria

Killeen: KNCT, Ch. 46 / Sun. 4:00
Also serving Temple

Lubbock: KTXT, Ch. 5 / Sat. 6:30

Odessa: KOCV, Ch. 36 / Fri. 1:30 / Sat. 5:00
Also serving Midland

San Antonio: KLRN, Ch. 9 / Thur. 12:00
Also serving Laredo

Waco: KCTF, Ch. 34 / Sat. 3:00
Schedules are subject to change, so check local listings.

"PASSPORT TO TEXAS"

Your Radio Guide to the
Great Texas Outdoors

Join Joel Block weekdays

for a 90-second Journey into

the Texas Outdoors. Producer

Kathleen Jenkins. Check this

listing for a station near you

or tune in on our Web site:

www.passporttotexas.com

Abilene: KACU-FM 89.7 / 7:06 a.m. &
1:44, 6:01 p.m.

Amarillo: KACV-FM 89.9 / 9:20 a.m.

Austin: KUT-FM 90.5 / 1:58 p.m.,
(12:58 p.m. Fr.), KVET-AM 1300 / 6:00
a.m. • Austin American-Statesman's
Inside Line 512-416-5700 category
6287 (NATR)

Beaumont: KLVI-AM 56o / 5:40 a.m.

Brady: KNEL-AM 1490 / 7:20 a.m. &
8:50 p.m., KNEL-FM 95.3 / 7:20 a.m.
& 8:50 p.m.

Brenham: KWHI-AM 1280 / 6:50 a.m.

Bryan: WTAW-AM 1150 / 5:45 p.m.

Canton: KVCI-AM 1510 / 6:40 a.m.

Canyon: KWTS-FM 91.1 / 7:10 a.m.

Carthage: KGAS-AM 1590 / 6:46 a.m.,
KGAS-FM 104.3 / 6:46 a.m.

Center: KDET-AM 930 / 5:15 p.m.

Coleman: KSTA-AM 1000 / 7:45 a.m.
& 5:15 p.m.

Columbus: KULM-FM 98.3 / 7:20 a.m.

Comanche: KCOM-AM 1550 / 6:30 a.m.
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Get the most out of your subscription
with this handy guide to Texas Parks &
Wildlife magazine's customer services.

CONTACTING THE EDITORS
We welcome your questions and

comments about articles or editorials within
our publication. Address letters to:

E D I T O R

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine
3000 S. IH 35. Ste. # 120

Austin, TX 78704
We can also be reached via E-mail at <maga-

zine@tpwd.state. tx.us> or via our
web site at <tpwmagazine.com>

ORDERING BACK ISSUES
Back issues of Texas Parks & Wildlife maga-

zine may be purchased =or $5 each (shipping
& handling included). ?repayment by check

or money order is required; please allow 3
weeks for processing. You can browse past

articles and photos at our Web site at:
<http://tpwmagazine.com> by clicking 'Past

Issues.' To order, please send your request
and payment to:

Texas Parks & WHdlife magazine
Back Issues Department
30005S. IH 35, Ste. 120

Austin, TX 78704

USING YOUR
MAILING LABEL

Your magazine label is a valuable source of
information for you and for us. The second

line of the address label indicates your
account number, followed by the month and

year of your subscript-on's expiration date.

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS
All address changes, title changes, etc. may be

called in to our toll-f-ee customer service
center at 800-937-9393. Or, submit changes

to us online at <tpwmagazine.com>.

RECEIVING A LOST ISSUE
You should receive your copy of Texas Parks

& Wildlife by the last week of the month
prior to the cover date. We are always happy

to replace lost issues if notified within
60 days of issue date.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT

800-937-9393
7 a.m. - 11 p.m. Mon./Fri.,
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. weekends

We value your business! If for any reason
you do not get satisfaction from your call,

please contact our Circulation Director,
Susanne Harm at 512-912-7006 or via

e-mail at susanne.harm@tpwd.state.tx.us

S J - & SOUND S

Commerce: KETR-FM 88.9 / 10:15 a.m.

Corpus Christi: KEDT-FM 90.3 / 5:34
p.m., KFTX-FM 97.5 / 5:35 a.m.

Crockett: KIVY-AM 1290 / 8:15 a.m.,
KIVY-FM 92.7 / 8:15 a.m.

Dimmitt: KDHN-AM 1470 / 12:31 p.m.

Dumas: KMRE-FM 95.3 / 10:30 a.m.
KDDD-AM 8oo / 10:30 a.m.

Eagle Pass: KINL-FM 92.7 / 7:15 a.m.

Eastland: KEAS-AM 1590 / 8:30 a.m.,
KEAS-FM 97.7 / 8:30 a.m.

Edna: KGUL-FM 96.1 / 8:15 a.m.

El Campo: KULP-AM 1390 / 2:00 p.m.

Fairfield: KNES-FM 99.1 / 6:49 a.m.

Floresville: KWCB-FM 89.7 / 1:30 p.m.

Floydada: KFLP-AM 900 / 10:15 a.m.
& 4:15 p.m.

Ft. Stockton: KFST-AM 86o / 12:50
p.m., KFTS-FM 94.3 / 12:50 p.m.

Freeport: KBRZ-AM 1460 /10:15 a.m.

& 7:45 p.m.

Gainesville: KGAF-AM 1580 /
7:oo a.m.

Galveston: KGBC-AM 1540 / 1:45 p.m.

Gatesville: KRYL-FM 98.3 / 7:09 a.m.

Graham: KSWA-AM 1330 / 8:40 a.m.,
5:20 p.m.

Hallettsville: KHLT-AM 1520 / 8:15
a.m., KTXM-FM 99.9 / 8:15 a.m.

Harlingen: KMBH-FM 88.9 / 4:58 p.rr.

Hereford: KPAN-AM 860 / 2:50 p.m.,
KPAN-FM 106.3 / 2:50 p.m.

Hillsboro: KHBR-AM 1560 / 9:30 a.m

Houston: KTRH-AM 740 / 11:40 a.m.

Huntsville: KSHU-FM 90.5/11:55 a.m.

& 5:55 p.m.

Jacksonville: KEBE-AM 1400/
7:25 a.m.

Junction: KMBL-AM 1450 / 6:46 a.m.
& 3:46 p.m., KOOK-FM 93.5 / 6:46
a.m. & 3:46 p.m.

Kerrville: KRNH-FM 95.1 / 5:31 a.m.
& 12:57, 9:57 p.m.

Lampasas: KCYL-AM 1450 / 7:10 a.m.,
KACQ-FM 101.9 / 7:10 a.m.

Malakoff: KLVQ-AM 1410 / 7:20 a.m.

Marshall: KCUL-AM 1410 / 7:15 a.m.,
KCUL-FM 92.3 / 7:15 a.m.

McAllen: KHID-FM 88.1 / 4:58 p.m.

Mesquite: KEOM-FM 88.5 / 5:30 a.rr.,
2:30, 8:30 p.m. M-Th, (5:30 a.m. &
4:45 p.m. Fr.)

Midland: KCRS-AM 550 / 6:43 a.m. &
1:43, 6:43 p.m.

Mineola: KMOO-FM 99.9 / 5:10 p.m

Nacogdoches: KSAU-FM 90.- /3:00 p.m.

Ozona: KYXX-FM 94.3 / 12:09 p.m.

Palestine: KLIS-FM 96.7 / 6:20 a.m.

Pecos: KIUN-AM 1400 / 10:30 a.m.

Pleasanton: KBUC-FM 103.7,
KBUC-FM 98.3 / variable

Rockdale: KRXT-FM 98.5 / 5:04,
6:5o a.m.

San Angelo: KUTX-FM 90.1 /
1:58 (12:58 p.m. Fr.)

San Antonio: KSTX-FM 89.1 /
9:04 p.m. Th.

Seguin: KWED-AM 1580 / 7:55 a.m.

Sonora: KHOS-FM 92.1 / 12:09 p.m.

Sulphur Springs: KSST-AM 1230 /
4:45 p.m.
Texarkana: KCMC-AM 740 /8:30 a.m
or 12:15 p.m.

Uvalde: KVOU-AM 1400 / 5:33, 8:30
a.m. KVOU-FM 105 / 5:33, 8:30 a.m.

Victoria: KVRT-FM 90.7 / 5:34 p.m.,
KTXN-FM 98.7 / TBA

Waco: KBCT-FM 94.5 / 6:10 a.m.

Wichita Falls: KWFS-AM 1290 / 6:15,
7:45 a.m.

Yoakum: KYKM-FM 92.5 / 8:15 a.m.

"Passport to Texas" is available
at no cost to stations across the
state. For information contact
Donna Endres at 512-454-1922,
fax 512-454-2552, or write to
P.O. Box 5966, Austin, Texas
78763, e-mail<passport@io.com>

.......................................... ........ ..........

THIS SERIES IS MADE POSSIBLE
IN PART BY GRANTS FROM
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THE Dow CHEMICAL COMPANY
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& Breakfas, 240 W. Main,
Fredericksburg,

Texas 78624
www.bandbfbg.com

of"redericksb , e-mail:bandbfbg@ktc.com

"Come as a Guest.. (830) 997-4712
Leave as a Friend!

Fredericksburg-Alte Welt Gasthof (Old World Inn).
Luxurious suites, Main Street. Romantic European
Antique Decor-Vintage Fabrics, Hot Tub.

www.fbg.net/altewelt 888-991-6749

San Antonio-Adams House. King William
Historic District, Riverwalk, trolley, antiques,
full breakfast.

www.san-antonio-texas.com 800-666-4810

KNOLLE FARM AND RANCH
Bed, Barn, and Breakfast

Upscale inn on historic ranch near Corpus Christi.
Superb birdwatching, horseback riding, canoe-
ing, fishing, gourmet meals and picnics.

(512) 547-2546 • www.knolle.com

BU NE L DUKNG

HERITAGE
BUILDING SYSTEMS

Established 1979
8 0 O0- 6 4 3 - 5 5 5 5

BILIL) IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
24 x 36 x 10...........................:13863~

:0) x (0) x 2 ......................... 5733:2
i x 90 x 14 ................................... S 12.688

60 x 72 x 2 .................. - .562
90 x 150 x 16 .. .... ...... ............... S31.481
160j x 200 x 16 ........................ 65,985

Commisnirtial all steel b)uildinlgs and( componet parts
from America's largest distributor since 1979. Any
size is available featuring easy bolt up rigid frame
design for industry, office, mini-storage, shop, farm
and all steel homes. Call us today for a free informa-
tion package and quote on the best buildings made.

M~fini WarehouseT Sae

ixn Snape Any SlzkW1VX
ww~m tab 0~o

LAND AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Practical, effective, and sustainable solutions

for your land management needs.

• Habitat evaluation and management
• wildlife counts, censuses & surveys
• Prescribed fire plans
• Pond design & construction management
• Native & exotic vegetation management
• sedimentation and erosion control
" GIS and GPS services
" Wildlife management use property tax assistance

1-512-327-1180

LooMIs-AUsTIN, INC.
www.loomisaustin.com

TEXAS
MINT ,-

S 2000
Texas Millennium Dollar

oz .999 Silver Proof-like Coin $22.95
1 oz .999 Gold Numbered

Limited Edition Coin $395.00
Silver Bezel $17.50
Silver 18" Diamond Cut Necklace $24.50

Texas Residents 8.25% Tax
Shipping & Handling $2.95

Texas Mint 2000 P.O. Box 1371 Whitney, TX 76692
Toll F-ee: 1-877-839-6468 www.TexasMint2000.com

B Flat
Buster

V Tire Sealant
/ Prevents Most Hazardous Flats
V Nails - Thorns - Cactus
V Easy to Install
/ Quickly Repairs Slow Leaks
V Non-Hazardous
/ Trucks - Atvs - Cars - Trailers -

Golf Carts - Sports Utility -
Bicycles - Wheel Barrow -
Motorcycle

V Any Tire with Air
V Advertised on Hunting and

Fishing Texas by Bob Lilly

For more information call:

1-888-463-ROCK
Sugarland, Texas (7625)

Hummer House. Largest hummingbird
feeding/nesting site. Observation room viewing
birds, deer. turkey. Dan Brown, Box 555, Christoval,
TX 76935. For information, please call:
toll free: (877) 255-2254.

S t

Special Blends for your area with
over 50 varieties of Native Grass

Seed, Legumes, and Forbs.
Straight from our farm to you.

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 6
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Goods and Services for the Outdoor Enthusiast
C"ALL I-R MOs)RI NFlRMill()N /1s.§ \lE HI \N ICAL SPIE(II Al iONS: 512-912-7003

1*

Personalized Bootjack
Bronze, aluminum, or cast-iron-
metal base. Leather strapping on
yoke. Leather footplate
with brand, logo, initials or
name burned into leather. "

Crawford & Company '
Box 126, Uvalde, TX 78802, 888.301.1967

0 N u T H U B
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A U T O M A T I C

GAME FEEDERS
• 24-Hr. Quartz Timers
• Digital Timers
• Photocell ~imers
• Batteries
• Solar Chargers
• Many ACCEssories
" Repairs (A'1 Brands)
• Dealer inquiries Invited

MAGNUM
HUNTING PRODUCTS

219 Brand Lane. Stafford. X 77477
(281) 261-0803

FEED WHILE DRIVING

Tailgate

RT 3 BOX 53 - CORPUS CHRISTI. TX 78415
361-855-0049 FAX 361-855-0185

WWW Z-SCAPES COM/LEHMAN

7ke FIRST 9K 7ie e', , , • .0OUR 35+ YEAR

. - H ~ SINCE THE EARLY 1960's SPCAT
Patent AppI 7-11-63

AUTOMATIC - Game & Fish Issued 7-20-65 PROVEN TO LAST
30, 100, 250, 300, 350, 500
& 1,000 lb. Capacities TIMERS - Simple, Durable & Dependabl

""" -Quartz Solid State
PROTEIN - Free - Digital

- Timer-Motor KITS
1,000 & 300 lb. - Accessories, include winch tripod,

Batteries ... Solar

QUAIL & TURKEY - Non-Mechanical

AUGER LOADERS
- Utility Receiver Hitch Model

VISA - M/C 3 YEAR WARRANTY QUALITY/SERVICE

Duck Stamp Prints
Texas Duck Stamp Prints,

Texas Saltwater, Texas Quail,
Texas Wild Turkey,

GCCA, Federal
John Cowan Prints

All Years

P.0 BOX 11056 SPRING, TEXAS 77391-1056
(281) 370-6945 Serving Texas Collectors Since 980

www.charliesgallery.com

200 acres- low fenced, Deer, Quail,
Wild Hog, and Javelina, 2 hog Traps,

4 trailers, Sleeps 12, 285 ft. well, Windmill,
Potable water, 2 ponds, Tropical fish, Frogs

$152,000, Owner Financing
12 miles south of San Diego, TX.

Vance Wilson, Broker
956-542.7161 1 956.542.2993

Fax 956.542.5029

SJPER STAND TM SINCE
GLaranteed Five Years 1983

Allblinds
omp lte with

sliding windows.
carpet, legs
and ladder

(4>4x15 ft. shown)

AVAILABLE: -
4x, and 4x6 models
6 ft. thru 20 ft. heights Top Closes Down/
Ground Stands
Bu ders Kits

HEIGHTS
10.12, 13.

15, 17 3 20 Ft.

Eye .evel

camoCovers
& Root

Avasable

Adjustable
Top Rail

"BOSS" Tripod
Exclusive Split Beam Leg

Des gn Creates the Strongest
Mcst Rigid Tripod Stand on

the Market

as-it~i aC iC214Mrl

BIG-MAC Feeders

Part
Remotes
Batteries

Solar Panel
Repairs

55 Gal.
14 ft. Tripod

Winch Feeder t
Shown

Also Available:
50 lb. thru 750 lb. Capacities
Ladder Feeders • Tailgate Feeders
P le Feeders

713-41-916 •2 FaxI~ KW 9 ~ViJ
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- Hydraulic Honda Engine Driven

II

Wc' h cen using

matic Feeders for

years anid are weil
satisfied wiit, their
darabjijis and low
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BUCK' South Texas Guide ServiceBUC K STrout • Redfish • Flounder # Black Drum

: Baffin Bay
"T 'FREE LODGING

AVAILABLE UPON
REQUEST

1 3 Box 475 Alice, TX 78332
sam \ -wc.fishing-baffinbay.com

(361) 6us8- ,, s1 , 8544 1lon ."361) 730-7817 Mobile

H UNTING

Ch ! MA I-n n~ - nr9 -
, rr1ºrrr n .-II ouste l1' n 1l1 lPP 55 ' l P 'I. [1Lil I 4

SINCE THE EARLY 1960's SPECIALTY

Patent Appl7-11-63 FEEDERS
Issued 7-20-65 PROVEN TO LAST

TIMERS - Simple, Durable & Dependable
- Quartz Solid State

Choice & Automatic



HISTORIC & HOSPITALITY ACCOMMODATIONS OF TEXAS

* Historic and o- Hospitality Accommodations
of Texas (HAT) includes the state's finest historic

bed & breakfasts, country inns, guesthouses and

distinctive hotels. The HAT

seal of approval means that

the property is not only

beautiful but unique,

sparkling clean, and full
of Texas charm. For a full

listing of HAT accommodations, visit us at

w ww.hat.org or call 1-800-HAT-0368.

* Woodburn House B&B Recommended by
Sandra Soile for 1 Great Places to Sit on the
Forch" art cle, USA Today, June 11, 1999.

www.woodburnhouse.com 888-690-9763

* * Carrington's Bluff & Governors' Inn
1377 Country house or 1897 Victorian near
state capitol and UT. Private baths, cable TV,,
delicious breakfasts. Featured on Romantic Inns
of America. 1998 "Best B&B in Austin" award.
Rates $59-3119.
govemorsinnaustin.com 800-871-8908

* Ye Kendall Inn 1859 National Landmark. 15
unique shops in a restored village. 13 rooms &
sLites. 800-364-2138

* Ant Street Inn Tour Antique Rose Emporium,
Blue Bell, Bush Lib-a:y, Old Washington.
www.antstieetinn.cn 800-329-4943

* Mariposa Ranch Lo; cabin, cottages, suites,
fireplaces, jacuzzi, "ENCHANTED
EVENING" packages - Southern Living
www.mariposaranch.com 877-647-4774

* Meyer B&B On Cpress Creek, Hill Country,
Mid 1800's Stage Stsg, Texas Landmark.

8oo-3
6

4-213
8

* Villa Del Rio Histcri: Mexico border villa, lush
acreage, by Texas' olcest winery.
www.villadeLrio.com 800-995-1887

* TeKas White House. Elegant landmark home.
800-279-6491

Miss Molly's Hotel. Authentic stockyards
boardinghouse. 8oo-99-MOLLY

* The Luckerbach Irn Bed & Breakfast "Go
Back Well-Fed & Re!tcd." 12 acres, fireplaces,
whirlpool tus, wine cellar, a full country break-
fast served daily... and of course...Rooter "I'll
never be bacon..." pot-bellied pig.
www.luckenbachtx.ccm 800-997-1124

* Das College Haus Beautifully appointed with
antiques and original att. Near downtown.
Delicious home cooked breakfast.
www.dascollegehaus.cc-m 800-654-2802

Ai-nc

* Schildknecht-Weidenfeller House 1870's
German limestone house in Historic District.
Private. Accommodates one-ten in one party.
Antiques, handmade quilts. Fireplace, cellar, porch.
www.schildknecht.com 830-997-5612

* Das Garten Haus Traditional B&B with excep-
tional breakfasts, helpful hosts, private suites.
New Orleans style courtyard and gardens.
www.dasgartenhaus.com 800-416-4287

* Hoffman Haus Fredericksburg's most beautiful
guest houseTM. Privacy and luxury. Eleven
antique-filled cottages. Great Hall accommo-
dates 50-75, weddings, receptions, corporate
retreats. 15% discount Monday-Thursday.
Breakfast to your door.
www.hoffmanhaus.com 800-899-1672

* Settler's Crossing Fredericksburg's finest! His-
toric plantation home and seven private guest
houses. 35 acres. Fireplaces, antiques, jacuzzis.
One of America's great country inns. Featured in
Country Home, Country Living. Color
brochure. Children welcome.
www.settlerscrossing.com 800-874-1020

FREDERICKSBURG TRADITIONAL
BED & BREAKFASTS

Hill Country Hospitality and Style

1-800-494-HOST

www.fredericksburgtrad.com

* The Lamb's Rest Inn On the Guadalupe river
near historic Gruene. Peaceful and romantic.
Delightful breakfast.

888-609-3933

River Run B&B Downtown, next to Nature
Center. Whirlpool tubs, full breakfast.

800-460-7170

* Texas Stagecoach Inn Miles from nowhere,
in the middle of the surrounding country...
www.bbhost.com/txstagecoachinn

888-965-6272

* The Gage Hotel A historical treasure in a leg-
endary setting. 37 traditionally decorated rooms,
landscaped courtyards, year-round swimming
and in-room fireplaces. 800-884-GAGE

NEW BRAUNFELS

* Hunter Road Stagecoach Stop Enjoy Texas
hospitality and history at an 1850's Pioneer
Homestead nestled amidst antique roses and
herbs. For reservations 800-201-2912

w w w.v i s i t b i a be nd.co m
1-•87 7-•B IG B EN D

The complete information resource
for the Bia Bend area

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 6
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r Castle Avalon Romantic bed and breakfast and
fine dining restaurant surrounded by 160 acres
of Texas Hill Country.
www.castleavalon.com 877-885-4780

* Historic Kuebler-Waldrip Haus Relax! 43-acre
paradise near rivers, Greune, San Antonio, Wildlife,
gorgeous views! Complimentary refreshments,
candlelight breakfast. Luxuriously restored lime-
stone home, private baths, whirlpools, TVs, videos.
www.cruising-america.com/kuebler-waldrip

800-299-8372

HooPEs' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS

800-924-1008
www.hoopeshouse.com

NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.
EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.
FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED.CALL FOR BROCHURE.

SPECIAL EDITIONS FOR 2000

April 2000:
GREAT TEXAS BIRDING CLASSIC EDITION

June 2000:
TEXAS FLY FISHING EDITION

August 2000:
ANNUAL HUNTING OUTLOOK EDITION

September 2000:
TEXAS WATERFOWL HUNTER EDITION

October 2000:
WILDLIFE EXPO EDITION

I.u 2 0
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It's only logical: People who
are crazy about Dower are
crazy about the Magnums2 ront the powerJful
powered Dodge Ram. Cummins diesel to

It was Ram, the first, and still the

afterall, that most powerful, V-10
redefined in the full-size pickup
whatafull- arena, Dodge Magnum
size pickup -power shook the

should be. very foundations of
conventional thinking.

And took things in
a whole new
direction.

Dodge Ram) Different.
800-4-A-DODGE or www.4adodge.com

loPn L

Where can you tap into the source
of all this power? At your friendly
Dodge dealer: The treatment
center for a nation of confirmed
Magnumanics.

"
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